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JMU and politics: Pro-lifers stage rally
By Martin Romjue
editor

An anti-abortion rally enlivened
JMU's lackadaisical political climate
Thursday when members of a
conservative student political group
staged a raucous mock funeral for
aborted fetuses.
About 10 members of Students for
America held the noon-time rally on the
Warren Campus Center Patio to
symbolically bury aborted fetuses and
support the candidacy of Charles Judd,
the Republican candidate for the 6th
Congressional District who spoke at
the rally.
"We are gathered here in unity for the
thousands of unborn babies," said
George Uribe II, a national field director
for SFA, after he sounded a megaphone
siren that played a few notes of "Taps."
"We are here for the sanctity of
human life," he said. Uribe and the
SFA members placed a brown- and
peach-colored teddy bear on top of a box
draped by a white, embroidered sheet to
represent a casket for aborted fetuses.
The members then went through the
motions of a funeral including a prayer
and speeches.
"We are here today to say aborted
fetuses can be heard," said John Wirth,
vice president of JMU's SFA chapter.
"We believe abortion is murder and
murder should be outlawed."

Judd, a two-year member of the
SFA's national board, told the audience,
"We're seeing more and more data
coming to surface that abortion is the
taking of human life.
"I think it's time for individuals to
take a stand on what they believe," Judd
said.
In an interview before the rally, Judd
said he thinks Republican presidential,
candidate George Bush would use tactics
similar to President Reagan's in trying
to overturn the Roe v. Wade Supreme
Court decision that legalized abortion in
1973.
"I expect [Bush] to hang in there and
not give up the pursuit," Judd said.
"Pro-life is being addressed
incrementally. Perseverance will
prevail."
Judd cited statistics showing that 90
percent of abortions are done out of
convenience, and 10 percent for other
reasons. He agreed there should be
exceptions in cases of rape, incest or if
the mother's health is endangered.
"If you adhere to the philosophy of
life beginning at conception, then you
have to believe in the constitutional
right to protect life," Judd said.
Uribe told the group of about 60
bystanders, "We're not here to condemn,
but to influence others."
Uribe is a Raleigh, N.C.-based
national field director for SFA who
visited the JMU chapter this week to
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SFA vice president John Wirth argues with a bystander.

help organize the rally.
Uribe and six other SFA members
also disrupted a human peace symbol
on the Quad Wednesday afternoon being
formed by the United Campuses to
Prevent Nuclear War (UCAM).
Throughout the mock funeral,
bystanders laughed, booed, and heckled
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Congressional candidate Charles Judd listens to a student voice opposition to SDI.

SFA members.
"You guys are crazy," shouted one
female bystander. "What about freedom
of speech?" yelled another in reference
to the group's disruption of UCAM's
peace symbol.
After the staged funeral, Wirth and
Uribe engaged in hostile shouting
matches with angry bystanders.
The rally ended after an administrator
told SFA to disperse. The administrator
said SFA violated regulations in the
student handbook regarding peaceful
demonstrations.
"There's going to be action taken
later," said the administrator, who asked
to remain anonymous.
That assessment was echoed by Alex
Gordon, chairman of JMU's Dukakis
for President campaign, who led seven
others in a five-minute counter
demonstration on the hill in front of the
campus center until an administrator
told them to leave too.
The group held posters bearing such
slogans as, "Pro-Choice," "Dukes for
the Duke" and "Save Madison's Bill of
Rights."
'.
See RALLY page 2
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Library overcrowding is a 'political time bomb'
By Dawn Miller
stall writer

For Carrier Library, a "political time bomb" is
ticking, JMU's head librarian said.
Dennis Robison said the library's overcrowding
problems mimic those seen everywhere on campus.
He cited national standards that suggest most
accredited universities have libraries that seat at least
25 percent of their student body.
Carrier Library, built to serve an enrollment of
7,500, only seats "less than 10 percent of our student
body," Robison said. As JMU's enrollment grows,
the problem gets worse each semester.
JMU now has 10,525 students.
Although an addition to the library was built in
1982, the library has been overcrowded for the past
four years, he said.
"Part of the problem is the way in which students
use the library," Robison said.
The noises caused by the variety of activities in the
library "inter/ere with one another," he said. Noise
from photocopiers interrupts students who are
studying by themselves or in groups.
Instructors' use of teaching methods such as group
projects and case studies adds to the number of
students using the library, Robison added.
Although eight group study areas are available in
the library, finding a place to meet for group study
and research remains a problem. Some students who
meet in groups sit on the library floor.
But students who don't want to lounge on Carrier
Library's carpet now can use Line 6 in Gibbons
Dining Hall. The dining room is open for studying
Sundays through Thursdays from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Since the dining area opened Sept. 25, census
reports show that an average of only three students
per hour use the space.
Hank Moody, JMU's contract dining director, said
the study hall hasn't been publicized well. Most of
the students who use it are food service employees.
Moody said JMU Food Services will evaluate the
use oT the study hall at the end of the semester. If
more students don't use it, the room will not be open
for studying next semester. "I encourage students to
take advantage of [D-Hall Line 6) as an alternate site
to the library."
Other proposed alternatives to study space shortages
in the library are the basements of Village Area
dorms.
John Ventura, an assistant director of residence life,
has been investigating solutions to the overcrowding
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situation. Part of his plan is to evaluate all of JMU's
26 residence halls for study space.
A meeting of all the Village Area hall directors will
be held at 7 am. Tuesday to discuss solutions to the
problem.
JMU's Student Government Association also has
established a committee to study using a Village
dorm's basement as a study lounge.
SGA President Kathy Walsh said the committee
wants to "make sure people use it before we convert
it [to a study hall]."
Other concerns include security and the costs of
furniture, lighting and carpeting.
Walsh said an experimental study lounge would be
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effectiveness.
For the past few years, the SGA has cooperated
with the Office of Academic Affairs to schedule
reserved classrooms for additional study areas.
This semester, rooms in Jackson Hall are open
from 7 p.m. to 1 am. for study halls every night.
At a faculty meeting in September, JMU President
Ronald Carrier said the university is planning an
addition to the library.
However, Robison said the construction project
hasn't been planned yet, and would be at least a few
years away.
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"We're firmly pro-choice," Gordon
said. "That's it. We're for the pro-choice
and pro-safety of the mother.
"They feel it is a crime — immoral
and illegal that women should choose
what to do with their bodies."
Though most bystanders appeared
either indifferent or angered by SFA's
actions, one student commented, "It's
great people are becoming active.
"But the way [SFA] go about it lacks
class and respect for other people," she
said. "It will benefit the Democrats."

A leader of JMUs Bush for President
campaign said the College Republicans
work entirely independent of Students
for America. "We nave not-participated
in one event with them," said Stephan
Fogleman, head of the JMU Bush
campaign and secretary of the Student
Government Association.
Students for America was founded in
North Carolina in 1984 with the help
of the National Congressional Club, a
political organization for Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C.
The JMU chapter claims a registered
membership of about 200.
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tailed an automatic payment system
touchlone registration system. Now,
i's approval, JMU automatically cam
it's tuition from his bank account,
ty late registration period near the
if each semester, the money can be
a student has approved the transaction
ition the previous semester,
ill be able to sign up for the payment
it semester at a meeting to be held at
8 in Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
■ ' ■■
:gisiration and payment systems art*
integrate* each student will be asked by the
computer m registration if he wants to have the next
semester'4 tuilion withdrawn from his account
After tie student authorizes^ JMU to withdraw
tuition frekn his account, JMU will send a pretape
to the Federal Reserve Bank. This notifies banks
that the university is allowed to take out the money.
After registration each semester, JMU will send
another tape through the Federal Reserve Bank to
request the balance of a student's tuition from his
account
Banks will respond up to a week later by
transferring the student's money to JMU through the
Federal Reserve. While the transactions are being
processed, the student's tuition accounts will have a
balance due of zero.
Because the computer will be programmed to i
a zero balance on the accounts, students won't h»<
to wait in lines to pay tuition.
Students will know their tuition has been pSid
because they will receive a bill showing the amount
owed and the amount of the automatic payment
Once a student is entered into the automatic
payment system, the option will remain on his
account for as long as he is at JMU.
Unless a student tells the cashier's office he wants
to pay by mail or by standing in line, the student's
tuition money will be withdrawn at the beginning
of each semester the student is at JMU.
John Hulvey, JMU's bursar, said the automatic
payment system means a student won't have to deal

directly with the cashier's office until he changes his
account or graduates. The program will be
automatically adjusted for student financial aid,
Hulvey said.
"The only difference is if the student has a
guaranteed student loan," Hulvey said. "If the
student has the check endorsed and turned into the
university by the second day of [late] registration,
the amount of the loan will be deducted from the
amount due."
J.W. Myers, the program's assistant coordinator,
said the system is convenient and allows students'
money to earn more interest. "The money won't be
credited out of his account until the day we need it"
The automatic payment system was successful
when tried with 270 freshmen accounts this
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summer, Hulvey said. Seven accounts presented
problems. The accounts were at credit unions not
connected with the Federal Reserve or at banks that
wouldn't allow automatic deductions from savings
accounts.
"We would like to see as many people as possible
involved with the system," Myers said. "We can't
force people to use it but with it there, we can say,
'Hey, all you've got to do is do this and take it
easy.'"
"As time goes on it should grow," he said. "We
had 270 freshmen out of about 2,000 use this
system. We hope that. . . more new students will
see this program and use it until maybe 40 to 50
percent of the university is using [it]."

Problems start with scholarship notices
By Karl Burr
staff writer

Some students have had trouble getting their
money from the JMU Foundation and other
university scholarship sponsors because faculty
members haven't told the financial aid office the
money will be awarded.
Also, students who receive other forms of
financial aid might be ineligible for the foundation
scholarships even though they have been told they
will receive one.
Regina Pollard, an administrative assistant for
JMU's Office of Financial Aid, said, "Any time a

scholarship is awarded, it comes through the
financial aid office."
The proper procedure for awarding a
university-sponsored scholarship begins when a
faculty member tells the financial aid office about
the award before the student is notified.
When this procedure is not followed, a student
may get a letter of congratulations from the
department that sponsors the scholarship, as well as
letter from the financial aid office.
Students who get two letters often believe they are
receiving two separate scholarships. Pollard said.
The financial aid office always notifies scholarship
winners. Pollard said. If a faculty member wants to

notify the student, he should tell the financial aid
office first
Accepting a university-sponsored scholarship can
cause some students to receive too much aid. Pollard
said. When faculty members fail to tell the financial
aid office the scholarship amount, a student might
have to cancel or repay other scholarships they
already received.
Students who have trouble receiving an award
check can go to the department that sponsored the
scholarship or to the financial aid office, Pollard
said. "A phone call can usually clear it up.
"We're trying to make it a cleaner process,"
Pollard said.

.
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Enrollment will remain stable until 1994
By Drew Hansen
faculty senate reporter

JMU's student population will not
grow beyond the current enrollment of
10,525 before 1994, the university's
vice president for administration and
finance said Thursday.
Linwood Rose told JMU's faculty
senate that current enrollment
projections predict a drop in the
freshman classes will maintain the
current population.
Rose also said JMU has no
commitment to grow without further
state support and without first
maintaining the quality of JMU for its
current students.
But, he said in a telephone interview
Sunday, growth can be accommodated
"without necessarily assuming" a drop
in quality.
To demonstrate how JMU has
improved as its enrollment has
increased during the last 13 years. Rose
compared the 1988-89 academic year to
that of 1975-76.
In 1975-76, JMU offered 19 fewer
degree programs than it does this year,
he said. The average faculty salary has
increased from $14,595 to $39,000, a
raise of 160 percent.
During the same period, the consumer
price index has risen 123 percent. Rose
said.

The average SAT score of JMU
students has gone from 988 in 1975 to
1096 in 1988, he added.
In other business, Dr. Clarence Geier,
chairman of the faculty senate's faculty
concerns committee, announced faculty
members' suggestions for changes in
the May graduation ceremony.

May 14, one week after graduation.
Also, many graduates, their parents
and some faculty members suggested
last year that the dance for parents and
faculty and the dance for graduates be
combined, Geier said.
The administration also should
address faculty members' concerns about

"[The graduates' behavior presents a]
serious problem to the decorum and
formality of the ceremony."
—Clarence Geier
The new programs included in last
year's graduation weekend were good
ideas, Geier said. But faculty members
have said they want the ceremony
moved from Sunday morning to
Saturday night.
Community members have
complained that the Sunday morning
ceremony was held during the hours of
many church services, Geier said. Also,
that date often falls on Mothers' Day.
This year, however. Mothers' Day is

students who become "disruptive"
during the ceremony, he said. "[The
graduates' behavior presents a] serious
problem to the decorum and formality
of the ceremony."
Dr. Charles Dubenezic, speaker of the
faculty senate, said in a phone interview
later that he wants the senate to meet
with student groups to get their input
on the ceremony.
The faculty is justified in making
suggestions about the graduation

weekend because "it's an academic
ceremony that involves both faculty and
students," Dubenezic said.
"It is a shared ceremony," he added.
"We made progress last year, and we
need to continue making progress
toward making the ceremony a more
dignified event," Dubenezic said.
Earlier in the meeting. Rose shared
the senators' concerns about a shortage
of campus parking spaces. "Parking
clearly is a problem," he said.
The administration is working to
identify areas for new lots and building
new spaces when possible. Rose said.
Between 150 and 160 new spaces will
be added to Z-lot in two weeks.
Lights and fences for the parking lot
expansion will be installed when the
funds are available, he said.
In response to the senate's goal of
opening a campus day care center for
the children of students, faculty and
administrators, Rose said "a firm
university commitment" to providing a
center has been made.
JMU now plans to solicit private
vendors next year to offer campus day
care service in the new business
building, scheduled for completion in
the spring of 1991.
That building is the only place where
space for the center will be available, he
said.
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Gypsy Queen has appeared in Playboy magazine
Gypsy Queen performs music by
U2, Led Zepplin, Def Leppard, Rolling Stones
Located across from Jiffy 66 — Phone 434-0505
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COLLEGE CLIPS
Racism drives blacks from white schools
[CPS] — Many black students drop out of
predominantly white colleges because racial prejudice
and discrimination leave them feeling lonely and
isolated, Oberlin University researchers say.
"Selective, predominantly white institutions are very
similar in nature," said Patrick Penn, dean of Oberlin's
student support services, at a Sept. 20 conference of
the National Council of Educational Opportunity
Associations in Washington, D.C.
"They are basically white systems, and white
systems are discriminatory to non-members," he said.
Penn's study is called "Black Student Persistence to
Graduation at Oberlin College."
Although Oberlin's overall graduation rate is 70
percent, 20 points above the national average, only
about 55 percent of the black students at the liberal
arts school earn their degrees.
Inadequate Financial aid packages, insensitive and
sometimes hostile white student populations, and poor
academic support programs cause many blacks to leave
white colleges before receiving their degree, Penn
reported.
His findings come at a time when efforts to expand
opportunities for minorities are losing momentum.

according to "One Third Of A Nation," a report issued
in May by the American Council on Education and the
Education Commission of the States.
In response to the study and to the escalating racial
tensions on scores of campuses during the last two
academic years, many schools redoubled efforts to
recruit more black students for this fall.
Some reports indicate the efforts are working.
Minority admissions at the University of Texas, for
example, reached an all-time high this fall. The
University of Colorado reports a 33 percent increase in
minority enrollment.
But the number of black students at the University
of North Dakota dropped by almost half this fall.
Metropolitan State College in Denver has not
increased its 15.3 percent minority enrollment for four
years, despite attempts to do so.
The University of Illinois has been more successful
in raising minority enrollment, but the percentage of
blacks and other minorities attending the school is still
much smaller than the state's percentage of minorities.
And keeping black students on predominantly white
campuses, Penn contended, is the real trick.

Black students at Oberlin told Penn they felt their
white classmates focused loo much on their color and
regard black programs as "separatist" activities that
encourage isolation, Penn said.
Penn concluded that improved "retention can be
gained only through programs affecting students after
they are enrolled at Oberlin," such as academic
support.
Black students often cite financial problems for
leaving school, but the effects of financial aid
packaging on retention are inconclusive, Penn said.
"Grants, scholarships and work-study jobs have
been reported to be positively related to retention,
whereas large loans reportedly contribute to attrition.
However, these relationships are weak," the report
said.
The researchers recommended changing financial aid
packaging, developing programs to increase sensitivity
about racial prejudice and stereotyping, and upgrading
student support services as ways to keep black students
on mostly white campuses.

SAT scores stay flat for the third straight year
[CPS] — In spite of a huge wave of
school reforms aimed mostly at helping
students do better on standardized tests,
Scholastic Aptitude Test [SAT] scores
have stayed flat for the third straight
year, the College Board announced
Sept. 20.
This year's freshmen had average
verbal scores of 428, down two points
from the year before, and average math
scores of 476, the same as in 1987.
"There's no medal for America in this
news," said former U.S. Secretary of

Education William Bennett. "I said in
April that 'the absolute level in which
our improvements are taking place is
unacceptably low.' Today it's a bit
lower and still not acceptable."
Average scores peaked in 1963, and
various observers have blamed
everything from tenure to atmospheric
nuclear testing for the decline since.
In the interim, verbal scores reached a
high of 466 in 1968 and math scores a
high of 493 in 1969. Yet from the
verbal low of 424 and the math low of

466, both recorded in 1981, average
scores began to rebound modestly until
they leveled off again in 1987.
Although the College Board sternly
warns people to weigh the test scores in
"the context in which the particular test
scores were earned," politicians always
trumpet them as proof of something.
When scores turned upward in 1982,
President Reagan claimed they
vindicated his education policies.
Education policy analyst Jeanne Allen
of the Heritage Foundation, an

influential conservative think lank, says
the Reagan administration can still take
credit for improving SAT scores.
Still others don't see much room for
interpretation in the scores.
John Katzman, president of Princeton
Review, a New York firm that coaches
standardized lest takers, has fervently
criticized the SAT for what he says is a
bias against women and minorities. The
SAT, he says, doesn't test actual
knowledge, just students' ability to lake
standardized tests.

'All of life after 11 p.m.' banned at Boston University
[CPS] — Boston University rejected student
protests and issued strict new rules Sept. 15
prohibiting students from having overnight guests
of the opposite sex in their dorm rooms.
"All of life after 11 p.m. has been banned at BU,"
senior Jamie Sanbonmatsu told a crowd of 2,000
students that converged to protest the visitation
rules the day before they were approved.
BU's strict new rules may be Ike closest a college
has rettmed to the "in loco pareMis" relationship
schools maintained with their students up until the
1960s. Under the doctrine — literally meaning
administration acted "in place of the parents" —
campuses set curfews for students, suspended
students for behaving in ways they didn't like and
forbade students of the opposite sex to visit with
each other behind closed doors.
Though the rules collapsed under student protests
for greater autonomy, new drinking laws and
increasing numbers of student lawsuits blaming

colleges for sexual assaults and other crimes have
moved many campuses to tighten their control over
potentially litigious student behavior during the past
few years.
St. Joseph's College in Maine, the State
University of New York at Bringhamton and North
Carolina State University, among others, also have
restricted or banned overnight visits to dorms by
members of the opposite sex in recent years.
Virtually every campus in the United States has
stiffened its student drinking rules since 1986, when
the federal government threatened to cut off funding
to any state that still allowed 18-year-olds to drink
alcohol. «
BU officials said they were just trying to help
students study.
BU spokesman Kevin Carleton said the new rules
address "concerns stated by students, staff and
parents that residences too often failed lo provide the
kind of environment where an individual can quietly

study and have his or her right lo privacy respected."
Sanbomat.su, on the other hand, disagreed. "The
administration is stunting our growth and
development by denying us the right to make
decisions."
Under the new guidelines, some of which go into
effect in late fall and others during the spring, guests
must display identification cards and leave the
dormitory by 11 p.m. on weekdays and 1 a.m. on
weekmds.
Overnight guests of the same sex are still alowed,
but guests of the opposite sex will not be allowed
to stay overnight.
Students older than 21 can bring a six-pack of beer
or a liter of other kinds of alcoholic beverages into
the dorms, but no more than that.
Carleton said student protests of the rules did not
faze BU officials. "I don't think any demonstration
would have an effect," he said. "What can have an
effect is a reasonable discussion."
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WCC Patio
October
10,
1988
^ (postponed until later date)
The following merchants invite you to visit
their retkil locations.
Cool Breeze Cyclery

Touch the Earth

40 South liberty St.

30 South Main St.
(next Jesse's Quick Lunch)

Mark's Bike Shop

Anderson Brothers

1570 South Main St.

1820 South Main St.

OSA and Delta Sigma Pi thank these merchants for their time and interest.
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Students continue to practice
There have been about 70,000
reported AIDS cases in the United
States.

[CPS] — More evidence emerged last
week indicating the AIDS scare has not
markedly changed students' sexual
habits.
A Centers for Disease Control study
found that more than 700,000 men aged
18 to 29 have had" at least 10 sexual
partners during the last year, putting
them at "considerable risk" of getting
AIDS or other sexually transmitted
diseases.

The disease's spread provoked a wave
of efforts — ranging from government
pamphlets sent to every American
home to the installation of condom
vending machines in campus
washrooms — to persuade citizens to
adopt "safe sex" practices.

AIDS, a virus which fatally destroys
the body's immune system, is spread by
contaminated blood products, sharing
hypodermic needles with infected people
or by having sex with someone who is
carrying the virus.

The results of the efforts seem mixed.
Some reports indicate students, a
relatively promiscuous sector of the
population, have changed their sexual
habits, while others indicate they
haven't'

A University of Wisconsin study
conducted last year indicated that half
the students at the Madison campus had
changed their sexual behavior. A March
poll conducted by the Michigan State
University campus paper, the State
News, revealed the AIDS threat had
moved almost three quarters of. the
students there to make some changes in
their sexual activities.

Associates, a New York polling firm,
revealed that only 6 percent of men
think about AIDS before choosing
sexual partners.

But University of Texas researcher
Dr. Scott Spear reported that students,
are still contracting other sexually
transmitted diseases, indicating that
students aren't heeding efforts to
promote safe sex. And a 1987 survey of
college students by Blotnick

"However," Darrow added, "a sizeable
percentage of young, never-married men
report more than 10 sexual partners in
the past 12 months."
About 5 percent of all the young men
questioned in the CDC survey claimed
they'd had more than 10 partners.

The new CDC study showed that
"most Americans appear to be at
relativaly low risk of infection," Dr.
William Darrow said in releasing the
findings Sept 24.

Women faculty criticize university practices
[CPS] — Female faculty members on two separate
campuses have opened the new year with critical
salvos at the men who run their schools.
A group of University of Iowa faculty members
announced in August it would try to pressure Ul to
hire more women, a move which prompted UI to
release a report defending its efforts to recruit female
teachers and deans.
On Sept. 7, a similarly new group at the University
of New Mexico held a press conference "to publicize
the condition of women working on this campus."

A similar press conference inspired the University of
UNM history professor Jan Roebuck said she helped
Iowa,
which formed an "affirmative action task force"
form the group after President Gerald May's April,
in
1984
to recruit women, to release an internal report
1988, explanation that he has not appointed any
purporting
to show that, although there are "many
women to high-level administrative posts on the
more"
male
tenured professors on campus than female,
campus because there were no women qualified for
gender
no
longer seems to be a factor in tenure
them.
decisions.
"We need to get together on this issue and get our
voices heard," Roebuck told the Daily Lobo, UNM's
For the past four years, said Sarah Hanlcy of UI's
campus paper. "It's been going on long enough."
College
of Liberal Arts, men and women have had the
She said the new group would pressure May to hire
same
number
of tenure approvals and denials.
more women and form a task force to recruit them.

RIDE THE
HOME RUN
FAST, ECONOMICAL. COMFORTABLE
TRANSPORTATION BETWEEN

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
&

NORTHERN VIRGINIA

CWHAT
VETERINARY HOSPITAL
Has Its Own Radiology Facility?
We do! X-rays can be a very important diagnostic
tool when deciding on the treatment your pet
needs. Our new x-ray machine and 90 second
automatic processor make it possible for most
radiographs to be taken, developed and evaluated
while you wait. And more importantly can get us
answers quickly in the event of an emergency
when every second counts. Call us with
all of your pet care questions!
3015 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg

Valley
Veterinary
Hospital

$16 each way
!♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
!♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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Thursday, Oct. 13
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Extra

16M Chaaaa Pizza
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Open until midnight
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1«t
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2 or more.—$.75
Otter expires 10-15-88
Not valid with any other otter
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group, wants to pose for with a clever,
funny or unique idea behind it.
RULES
1) A yearbook photographer will set up the camera, and
enter/focus/prepare for the shot. However, someone
in the picture must actually pull the release cord to
shoot me picture.
2) When applying, you must present an idea for the photo
and a place and time must be tentatively set. Pictures
will be taken during the week of Nov. 7-11, 1988.
3) No obscene/vulgar photographs will be printed. The
Bluestone staff reserves the right to define obscenity as
they see fit and to censor accordingly.
4) Pictures may include as many participants as you like but all photos must include JMU students and/or faculty
& staff members.
5) Applications must reach the Bluestone office by Fri.,
Oct. 28, 1988 to be eligible.
6) Cameron Bishopp, Features Editor, will contact participants
by Fri., Nov. 4, 1988 to confirm shooting dates and places.
7) The Bluestone staff will judge all photos and pick a 1 st,
2nd, and 3rd place winner to be recognized in the 1989
Bluestone . Honorable Mention will also be recognized.

r SHOOT YOURSELF APPLICATION
Shoot Yourself Idea

Person to be contacted

I No. of Participants
I Tentative date & time
I for photo to be taken
Send To: Cameron Bishopp
I
Campus Mail
I
c/o Bluestone
I
P.O. Box L258
Must be submitted by Friday, Oct. 28,1988
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Awakening
This week JMU witnessed two events that were long
overdue for a politically lethargic campus:
On Wednesday, 60 members of United Campuses to
Prevent Nuclear War formed a human peace symbol on
the Quad to dramatize the ever-present nuclear threat.
The otherwise peaceful event attracted some members
of Students for America, a conservative political
group, who disrupted UCAM's demonstration with
shouts and arguments. Though debate between the two
groups consisted mosdy of sporadic shouts and simple
slogans, it was a great start for JMU.
The next day Students for America brought a local
Congressional candidate to campus and held an
anti-abortion rally that raised the ire of bystanders.
Some students shouted, heckled and guffawed while the
group staged a mock-funeral memorializing all
abortions since the procedure became legal in 1973.
Is JMU becoming a hotbed of political fervor and
debate? Probably not. Is JMU awakening to the fact
that politics exists? Precisely.
, Though diametrically opposed in their ideas,
ideology, and inclinations, UCAM and Students for
America had one thing in common this past week.
They succeeded, however briefly, in bringing political
issues to the forefront of JMU's academic psyche.
Often, administrators at other universities have
deemed such political activity as sudden, disruptive
outbursts that negate the traditionally tranquil image of
an educational setting. We hope this won't happen at
JMU. Hopefully, there's more to come.
Political demonstrations and protests contain the
essential motivators of democratic action: vibrancy,
emotion and spontaneity. However inherently
impulsive those ingredients might be, they do
encourage you to think, act and react. And that's what
makes a democracy tick.
But while this week's events promoted political
exchange, they also involved some behaviors that defy
certain commonly accepted rules of etiquette.
So, for the benefit of future JMU politicos, here are
some tips on public protest:
First of all, if you want to convince someone of
your point of view, don't use a megaphone. Sure, it's
loud and noticeable, but it's also brash, obnoxious and
arrogant. And that sort of behavior just plain turns
people off. Remember, everyone has a right to be
heard — at the same volume.
Secondly, if you want to demonstrate, don't mess
with the media. Staging artficial photo opportunities,
standing in the way of TV cameras, and calling the
media biased, only inhibit communicating a message.
Political demonstrations involve actors, bystanders and
the media — all of whom are there for a reason. If you
let honesty take its course, then reality will follow.
Thirdly, remember that even though we all have
different points of view, we all want the same thing: a
solution to a problem. But to find that solution, we
must make some noise, argue, debate, evaluate,
re-evaluate, decide and act
That is democracy. Keep it alive, JMU.

Students for America gives its
account of UCAM confrontation
To the editor:
I would like to give Students for America's account
of the confrontation which occurred on the quad
between members of SFA and UCAM at about 5:30
p.m. last Wednesday.
We had not learned of the UCAM demonstration
until the day before it occurred. When we learned of it,
one of our officers suggested that we should organize a
modest counter-demonstration to present our point of
view.
After thinking of a number of possible means for
conducting the counter-demonstration, one of our
members thought of using umbrellas and water
balloons: umbrellas to represent the "peace shield"
which the Strategic Defense Initiative will create, and
water balloons to represent the nuclear missiles which
SDI will destroy.
We did not even see ourselves as being all that out
of place at a peace demonstration, since we also
support world peace: peace through strength!
We assembled at the steps of Wilson Hall shortly
before UCAM arrived on the quad and we walked over
to meet them as they were assembling. One of our
members explained to the UCAM members that we
were conservative counter-demonstrators, that we
wished them no ill will, and he then proceeded to give
a brief explanation of our position on nuclear war and
SDI.
The reaction of many of the members of UCAM was,
to say the least, quite hostile. Like political activists
on all ends of the spectrum, we hold some deep
beliefs; and so, when we encountered hostility, we
naturally stood up for those beliefs quite vocally.
Naturally we believe in our Constitutional right to
free assembly, as outlined in the First Amendment. We
believe that all Americans have the right to
demonstrate, and we also believe that all other

Americans have the right to counter-demonstrate
against them.
We regret that individual members of UCAM might
have been upset by the incident; but we will not, and
in fact, cannot, apologize for the exercise of our
Constitutional rights. We recognize that we disagree
on some of the issues and if UCAM wishes to debate
us on those issues, we would be glad to discuss when
and where.
Chuck Brotton

executive director
Students for America

Students comment on abortion
views of Students for America
To the editor:
We would like to comment on the recent political
opinions against abortion voiced by Students for
America.
As women, we feel we should be allowed to make our
own choices concerning our bodies. Students for
America, which is comprised mostly of males (are
there any females in this organization?), will never
understand the physical and emotional distress
associated with pregnancy.
We also oppose the tactics used by members of SFA
in voicing their opinions. We respect their right to
freedom of speech; however, their obstruction of
others' voicing their opinions is offensive and
contradictory to the ideals for which America was
based. They seem to want a totalitarian government,
not a democratic one as their name suggests.
In conclusion, we are not necessarily condoning
abortion; we are stressing the importance of
pro-choice for all Americans.
Grace 11 ronls

senior
psychology
2 other signatures
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America lacks many Soviet inconsistencies
In an age when people can change the color of their
eyes, it becomes more and more apparent to us that
very little in life is held constant — especially life
itself.
Yet we are lucky in that the names of the places we
call home and the cities we travel to will probably
never change. The images we see when we hear "New
York" or "California" are brought about by the names
of these places. The nostalgia we feel at the name of
our hometown is shared by those others who live
there. Names of places and what we identify with
those names unify us because they are familiar and a
part of us.
But in the Soviet Union it is different. The names
of cities change frequently, and with each change the
history and identity of a place is lost. For this reason,
the connection between the people and their country
is never certain; it is erased with the changing of
names. By changing a city's name, the government
implies that people should forget the name and that
the past was incorrect.
Officials seem to say "accept the new." But how
much can people forget when their lives were closely
connected with the name of the place where they lived
or with the history of the city? Can we imagine our
hometowns by any other name? The new name
alienates us from the place. Thus it seems that a
Soviet citizen's pledge of loyalty must always change
whenever a new government outlook is found —
whether it be conservative or reformist
What remains constant in the Soviet Union is not
the party officials or the outlook of the government,
but each individual citizen, his family, and the idea of

'Neo-Nazi'attitude of group
'hypocritical and ignorant'
To the editor:
I am writing to address an issue which I find most
confusing and disturbing. In Alex Pederson's article
"Political group disrupts peace symbol," I find many
hypocritical and ignorant statements being used by
die so-called Students for America.
The first discrepancy I noticed was by George Uribe
in his defense of SDI. The Strategic Defense
Initiative is not a "peace shield" protecting and
defending "freedom-loving" Americans, but is more a
missile shield for our weapons.
The purpose of SDI has changed from a protection
device for the American people to a protection device
for our missile silos. The aim is not to protect us,
die American people, but to protect our nuclear
weapons.
Second, I believe that one of our rights, as noted
in the First Amendment, is the privilege of peaceful
assembly and protest. Yet the Students for America
members attempted to deny UCAM that right
This does not seem very American to me, but
seems a more un-American display of actions. If
these people are for America, why are they trying to
deny fellow Americans of their First Amendment
rights?
I am not saying that their opinions are wrong. I
am simply saying that they should present their
argument with solid facts instead of ignorance.
This "neo-Nazi" attitude must be changed at JMU in
order to preserve the meaning of America, "land of
the freer*
As we can see from history, many others took
similar beliefs of those from Students for America,
and today we are still trying to rid ourselves of the
scars they have made.
TomTurton
freshman
psychology

*
w
„
a need for an individual and national identity. By
changing the names of cities, the government takes
away the people's connection to the past—for
example, in changing St. Petersburg to Leningrad.
"Let's forget the past and start over," the
government seems to say. The citizens cannot so
easily forget. As a result, uncertainty permeates the
national feeling, even in the hopeful times of
perestroika and glasnost.

While there is some happiness with the new
concepts, most citizens are wary of the government
because it has been known to take back what it gives
out. Types of policies and the degree of freedom
depends upon each leader's interpretation of
Communism and what the USSR needs. Soviet
citizens have learned that official government actions
speak louder than official government words.
A student of Estonia, a small Baltic republic in the
Soviet Union, spoke about Gorbachev in the
Washington Post and said, "Who knows what will
happen in the future if we start voicing demands he
doesn't like. Then his attitude probably will be
entirely different"

TI,O Soviet
c.wii-i ritiTMis
«i„ are
The
citizens are much less naive than we
in the United States. While the U- S. media have
praised glasnost as a revolutionary outlook, the
Soviet citizens are waiting to determine if glasnost is
truly a reform or a temporary ploy of a man to gain
power.
On Gorbachev's recent shuffle and removal of
mostly conservative Kremlin officials, an Estonian
resident said in the Washington Post, "All party
leaders try to eliminate their rivals during their first
two or three years in power."
What unifies these people then is not their
government or their own country, but the fellowship
of sharing similar lives and concerns. By the
changing of names sometimes even the leaders of the
country do not know what or who is right.
For example, Krushchev, a reformer of Soviet
ideology, was criticized by Kremlin officials who
disliked his policies. When the orthodox Marxist
Brezhnev came to power, the economy and way of
life went backwards due to his repression of opinions.

The changing of names of cities and streets is not
the cause of confusion over what reformist or
conservative viewpoint is accepted or not accepted by
Soviet officals as it is a symbol of the identity of the
nation. The Soviet Union may create a generation of
people who want to serve their government, but they
do not know which viewpoint to adopt if they do
reach the position to lead the country. We as
Americans are lucky to choose our own viewpoint for
our own country and to know the name of the place
where we belong.

SFA's vociferous tactics can't obscure flawed position
To the editor:
As a recent, interested witness to the Students for
America's strong-voiced tactics (I'm referring to their
little yell-off on the WCC patio on Thursday), I was
duly impressed by the strength of their voices;
however, some of their arguments seemed to quaver a
bit and gave me more than a litUe concern.
There is one specific set of issues I would like to
address. The SFA professes to be violently
anti-abortion and believes in protecting the sanctity
of all human life. Somehow, they also manage to
reconcile this view with the death penalty, which
they also support.
The obvious question arises: "What happened to
the sanctity of human life?" The SFA tries to get
around this point by proclaiming to be against crime
and these criminals are getting what they deserve.
Now, I don't wish to argue the merits of their
positions at this time, but there is a very important
and very dangerous flaw in the way they reconcile
their positions.

You see. the SFA is making distinctions between
classes of people, babies and criminals, and applying
vastly different standards to these classes — babies
have an inherent right to life while criminals don't.
While this may not seem so harrowing at the
moment (sure, everyone loves babies and hates
criminals), this sets the precedent for making
distinctions between people and condemning them
for these distinctions and differences.
Right now it's a distinction between babies and
criminals. Tomorrow it could be between blacks and
whites, the day after between Jews and gentiles, and
the next day between those "for America" and those
"against" it.
You see, one has to look behind the uproar and
furor that SFA tries to create and figure out whom
they are trying to discriminate against now, and who
will be next.
Jeremy Prepsclus
sophomore
political science/German

Student insulted by Students for America's implication
To the editor:
Wednesday night, I, along with about 25 of my
fellow Chandler Hall residents, watched the vicepresidential debate between Senators Bentsen and
Quayle.
As the debate progressed (or degressed), my fellow
viewers became more and more vocal in their
opinions on how the candidates were doing. The
consensus seemed to be that Senator Quayle had no
business on the stage, much less in the White House.
Near the end of the debate, the noise level of those
downright laughing at Quayle reached the point that
he could not be heard. Someone at the back of the
room, a person I was later told is a member of
Students for America, then shouted out for everyone
to "shut-up and listen to what the man has to say."

M

This voice from die back of the room had a point.
I thought Quayle was unimpressive in the debate and
I disagree with his politics, but we should afford him
the courtesy of our attention and an open mind.
How ironic that the next morning George Uribe of
the same Students for America is on the front page of
The Breeze, megaphone in hand, shouting down
participants in a peace rally.
It saddens me to see a group so militant «o
intoxicated with their own conception of
righteousness that they find it necessary to resort to
tactics that belong on the Morton Downey Jr. Show,
not in a community of educated, hopefully civilized
people.

See LETTER page 11 ►
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But more than sad, I am insulted — insulted by the
implication of all this, that my opinions are invalid
as long as they are out of step with those who make
the most noise.
f. .
If you are a sympathizer, of SFA, you probably will
dismiss my letter, as atietoric and label me a
Communist or a Liberal or one of your other buzz
words.
I hope the majority fef you will do otherwise,
of your political ideology, and make the
regari
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plane flown by a youth into Red Square. Mr. Reagan
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the same deficit problem after his solution.
Finally, Mr. Pruett gives us George Bush's resume as
final proof as why he should be president. Will eight
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Pruett and Conger both made the mistake of being
blind in one eye: Pruett sees only the foolishness of
the Left, while Conger sees it only of the Right. To
tell the truth. Bush is the Joe Isuzu of America and
Dukakis is Pinnochio.
Like the vast majority of politicians, they lie,
distort, and betray their own values for the sake of the
next election, for that next step up on the political
ladder. Bush and Dukakis aren't just running for
president, thcy"re making the biggest career moves of
their lives.
They may say nice things, kiss a lot of babies and
wave the flag around; but their prime motivation is
power as the head of state of the most powerful nation
on Earth.
But let us move from the general characteristics ot
the peculiar breed of subhumans known as politicians
to the specifics of the two samples. In other words,
what do we have to choose from? George Bush, a
Yankee prep who flew a fighter plane at the Alamo —
yep, he's got that distinctive Texan drawl. And Mikey
Dukakis, a self-righteous goody-goody milk monitor
who mows his own lawn (in front of TV cameras, of
course).
Under Bush, taxes and the deficit will rise. Under
Dukakis, taxes and the deficit will rise even higher.
Let me ask you a question: do you think that if the
government rakes in five billion more dollars, that the
deficit will go down by five billion? Fat chance, that's
not how our bureaucracy works. The heads of all those
superfluous and corpulent federal programs will see all
that extra money rolling in and spend even more!
In the first place, it is very doubtful that any
programs will ever have significant budget cuts forced
on them by our pork-barrelling Congress. And the big
bureaucrats would never cut their own programs
willingly: "No way, this program is simply too
important. Cut someone else's."

How about the candidates' experience? Well, Dukakis
has plenty of experience in opposing tax cuts,
running up big, healthy debts, increasing the size of
government, and taking credit where credit is not due
(the only thing "miraculous" about Massachusetts is
that Dukakis hasn't built a wall around the state to
keep all the companies and jobs from fleeing his
heavy hand). Let's continue the time-honored tradition
begun by the great Franklin D. Roosevelt and vote in
another power-mad northeastener.
Or maybe we should vote for George Bush. He did
start a company in the rough-and-ready, Wild West
atmosphere of the Texas oil industry (with a big fat
loan from his uncle that George really didn't nee3\,
anyway). And he was a fighter pilot in WWII like Ed
McMahon. He did do a stint as Chief Spook of the
CIA, during which he reformed and reorganized the
entire organization . . . just kidding. And, he has been
our Vice President for the past eight years, attending
crucial funerals the world over.
So folks, there you have it, two prime specimens
vying for control of the executive branch. Each one a
paragon of political virtue; that is, human
chameleons.
Jud Malone
sophomore
economics

Johnson urges SGA Senators
to seek solutions to problems
To the editor:

It is a shame that the "system" has to work in such
a way that it has in the past. During my tragically
brief campaign for SGA Senator in Chandler Hall, I
proposed that we "should get to the problems before
they get to us."
As I look back on it now, it seems so ironic that
one of the very things I was fighting for struck me
down. Anyone following the "Chandler Campaign
Scandals" knows that if the SGA had a written set of
rules, there would not have been any scandals. My

campaign would've continued peacefully and I would
not have been forced to withdraw my name from
consideration.
The problems I spoke of in my campaign centered
around two major safety concerns of the campus. The
first: the sickening number of assault and batteries,
and rape attempts on campus, and second: the Russian
Roulette type game everyone has to play when
crossing South Main Street to get to Anthony-Seeger.
It is just a matter of time until someone gets
seriously hurt, and I don't think any of us, Democrat
or Republican, liberal or conservative, want to see
that.
I ask the SGA Senators to seek out the solutions
together, before someone gets hurt. Together, maybe
JMU will gel to the problems before they get to us.
Sven Johnson
freshman
business accounting

Student 'thoroughly frustrated,'
suggests purchasing tow truck
to aid JMU's parking situation
To the editor:
As a commuter student, T am thoroughly frustrated
with the parking conditions on campus.
I am forced to arrive 20 to 30 minutes early to find a
parking place, and it makes me even angrier to see
cars with resident decals on the back, and tickets
flapping in the front, still parked, in the wrong spot.
The university should purchase a tow truck, and after
a student receives three tickets, tow that car. Put it
into an impoundment and charge the student for
storage and towing.
This will help to pay for the truck, and hopefully
deter those who are guilty from continuing in this
practice. I also realize that the university has a towing
policy, but I have yet to see it enforced.
Jknlrre
Junior
biology
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Chris DeCarlo's comic strip, "Campus Life," we can
now have even more pride in our newspaper because
no stone is left unturned.
In speaking for 75 percent of the female population,
I thank Chris for his continuation of the ongoing saga

Lennon's birthday reminds us
to imagine a different world
To the editor:.
There once was a man that asked us to imagine a
world that is shared by all of its inhabitants, a place
where there is no need to kill others, a place devoid of
greed and hunger.

Strip's 'true message' missed
To the editor:
I am writing in response to the comments made by
Jean Hobler on the "Campus Life" cartoon strip of
Sept. 29.
In her letter, she made several good points referring
to the attitudes taken towards women. She defended her
biological processes and attacked those people who so
crudely refer to women in a foul mood as "on the rag."
. It is not my purpose to argue any of these points.
What she apparently missed, though, was the true
message of the comic strip. Obviously she made it all
the way to the last panel, but failed to see the
message.
Did it ever occur to her that maybe the
strip was not meant to ridicule women, but, in fact, to
comment on the very idiots who would make that kind
of a statement? Contrary to her belief, I do not think
the attitude that "any time a woman is upset or angry
the cause must be hormonal" was what Chris DeCarlo
had in mind.
While one must admit that the subject was probably
in poor taste, sometimes you have to look a little
further than the written word. I wonder. Miss Hobler,
will you graduate from this university without your
tunnel vision?
Lyle Reger
sophomore
communication
2 other signatures

of menstruation. It is safe to assume the other 25
percent cannot fully appreciate his fine humor.
A temporary loss of rationality is common among
women when they "fall off the roof," and it is so
encouraging to have the superior male race (in this
case, Mr. DeCarlo) remind us of this.

Some called him an idealist, others called him a
radical, but no matter what he was labeled, he raised
the conscious level of the public. He stood for peace
in a time when peace was not popular.
Sunday, Oct. 9, would have been John Lennon's
48th birthday, had his life not been so sadly ended.

"Aunt Flo's monthly visits" are not enough of a
reminder to alert us as to how "bitchy" we can become
once a month. Since men are so rational, it's good to
have someone like Chris to inform the public about
females' violent mood swings.

Instead of mourning John Lennon, we should carry
on his dream. All John was saying was give peace a
chance.
Shelly Good
Kelly Good
senior
senior
anthropology
communication

In fact, maybe he should change his comic strip,
"Campus Life," to a more correctly titled weekly strip
simply called, "On the Rag." Thank goodness men do
not have menstruation, or else someday, possibly,
they might be in a "bad mood." (By the way, Chris, in
case you are wondering, I am not presently "on the

Cartoonist thanked in sarcasm

Kate MacKlnney
freshman
international business
26 other signatures

To the editor:
I had always hoped that one of the many
controversial subjects regularly addressed in The
Breeze would include menstruation, and thanks to
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If you have any story ideas or information, please call x6127.

Two Great Deals!
Lunch Special
11 AM-4 PM Only
Chop Steak Dinner with
Freshtastilcs Food Bar.
Mon.-Thurs. $089
Only

>

/ Bold

Shrimp Dinner
Only

$-

Energetic

99

1

I

FinallyNew York Fashion
in Harrisonburg

(Offer good all day Oct. 10-14)

Both dinners include the Food Bar which has chicken wings,
chicken livers, hot vegetables, fresh fruit, breads, soft serve
desserts, plus much morel

October 6.7.8&10
15% off all dresses
and career sets
$2 off all sweaters
and knit tops
Dukes Plaza 434-1541

BONANZA
434-1278

E. Market St.. Harrisonburg
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Fantastic Special!

CLASS RINGS

CONGRATULATIONS

12 half-hour sessions
With this coupon: $40

to Allen Rowe
Winner of the Redskin Ticket Raffle
Sponsored by TOE CLASS OF 1990 RING COMMITTEE
& ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS
ArtCarved Class Wn*s Is the "Official Ring Company For The Class
of 1990" and we invite all Class of "90 members to take part In our
MASSANTTTTEN LIFT TICKET RAFFLE at the next ring sale on
October 24 & 25 from 9-3 at J Maddles Meeting Room.

(Limit 1 per customer per school year. Expires Oct. 31,1988)

5 Tanning beds
Private rooms
Safer than the sun

Sonttgra^t]
Th«<SoodW

434-0808
Park Place Plaza - 32 Miller Circle (behind RJ's Deli)
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You will be representing some of the following
organizations: •
• Hyatt Hotels
• National Car Rental
• Cancer Research Institute
• National Republican Congressional Committee
• Radio Stations :
WNSR (N.Y.)
WWNK (Cincinnati)
KKYY (San Diego)
WMGK (Philadelphia)
WNVA (Chicago)
WMJK (Boston) ;
•
Just to name a few!.,

*r We will offer you:
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j •Haveeiceflerite^otnmuritt^^ skills.
Dependable;■'<Qj\
Willing to work hard and learn our system
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• college cost supplement • good starting pay
• 4 pay reviews in the first year • flexible hours
• paid days off* weekly bonuses • Contest Trips
{ N.Y. City, Atlantic City, VA. Beach) T.V.'s, CD's
VCR's and CASH!
__

Call Immediately (703) 434-2311
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FOCUS
Migrant Ministry
JMU, Bridgewater students unite to further local, world mission'
By Kim Sivells
stall writer
"Oh, no!" cries senior Tu Vu, "We
don't have enough Ben Gay!"
Vu is sitting among large boxes of
toothpaste, disposable razors, soap and
not quite enough Ben Gay for the nearly
75 Mexican migrant laborers who soon
will receive health kits from her and a
crew of student volunteers.
As coordinator of the Baptist Student
Union's migrant ministry program, Vu
is responsible for assembling and
delivering health kits and clothing to
migrant workers who come to the
Shenandoah Valley to pick apples.
She and the other volunteers also
visit the migrants at their
Timberville/Broadway area camp once a
week. On any given week, the group
might join the migrants in singing,
playing volleyball, studying the Bible,
sharing testimonies or watching
movies.
"We do spend a lot of time just
talking," says Vu. "It's really a great
chance to share your faith and become
friends with someone."
Although Vu became involved in the
migrant ministry through her
involvement in BSU, the motives of
the other group members vary greatly.
Freshman Kelli Gray, who actively is

involved with Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship, first heard about the
ministry during her freshmen
orientation.
"I'm thinking about double-majoring
in Biology and Spanish," Gray says.
"I'm planning to go into medical
missions after graduation, so I thought
this would be a good way to get
involved and find out what it's like."
Gray's experience has been very
positive, and she's glad the BSU offers
this opportunity. Gray has contributed
to the effort by teaching English to the
migrants.
"That went really well," she says. "It
seemed they really liked it."
The ministry is founded upon several
ideals, one stating that by teaching
English and bringing health kits and
clothes to the workers, the volunteers
can "meet their physical needs in hopes
to meet their spiritual needs," Gray
says.
Another volunteer, Patty Sarver, is a
senior involved with the BSU at
Bridgewater College. She works with
the ministry program and finds it a
rewarding experience, even though she
doesn't speak Spanish and has trouble
communicating.
"I thought it would be neat to get to
know the migrants," she says. "My

Staff photo by CHRIS TYREE
JMU students Sarah Shelley and Mary Murphy teach migrant
workers a song, which they have translated into Spanish.

roommate, Susan, was my interpreter,
but I felt funny ... frustrated. I guess I
felt like they do, not being able to
communicate, but they are so nice —
they really reach out to us."
Sarver's roommate, Susan Hall, also
a Bridgewater senior, successfully
overcomes the language barrier. A
Spanish major, Hall notices an
improvement in communication with
the workers since her freshman year,
and gives credit to a year of study in
Spain.

*

and have to share the cooking
facilities."
She fondly remembers one visit when
she helped an older man make com
tortillas by hand. He attempted to
maintain a traditional way of life by
making his own tortillas, "but the other
men just buy them — the commercial
kind," she says.
Few women travel with the laborers,
so Vu tries to do special things for
them. When preparing the health kits,
she chose scented shampoo and flowered

"When we go up there, we're saying,
'we're here to be your friends, and we
want to because of the love of God."
in

— Teresa Nichols
"I can participate a lot better now,"
she says. "I find [the migrant ministry]
really rewarding. It's a chance to meet
people from a different culture and to
try to meet their needs."
Hall hopes to work with the needy of
Central America and finds the migrant
program "a real inspiration.
"It's a great thing the BSU is doing,"
she says.
Vu, who speaks little Spanish,
encourages students to participate
regardless of their knowledge of
Spanish. As a result, she has attracted
members of the BSU, Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship, Campus Crusade
for Christ and the Spanish Club, as
well as several individuals.
The BSU began the program more
than six years ago under the direction of
their campus minister Archie Turner.
The Augusta Baptist Association
supports the ministry with donations of
clothes, hygiene products and money.
The program has evolved into a
student-organized ministry, coordinated
by a BSU council member.
Program members agree the migrants
enjoy the visits because they are
basically isolated at the camp.
"The building they live in is
surrounded by the orchards," junior Bob
Wright says. "You drive and drive
through all these apple trees, and
suddenly you come upon the camp in
the middle of the trees."
The workers live in one long building
with a common kitchen area. Hall says,
"It's not the cleanest place. [The
migrants] eat together, sleep together

• :«**«'»

towels. Vu has befriended the only
female worker this season and included
a hairbrush and comb set in her kit.
"I also wanted her to have some
things for her baby," Vu says. "It must
be lonely being the only woman."
One week, Hall questioned the men
about how they feel leaving their
families to work. "They say, "we have
to do what we can do,'" Hall says.
"They must go where the work is."
The volunteers meet with Vu to
prepare for the weekly visits. Meetings
include learning some Christian songs
in Spanish and discussing ways to
witness Christianity to the migrants.
Vu emphasizes the idea of
compassion. "Respect the migrants,"
she says. They have a lot to offer, too.
Resist the tendency to patronize."
Senior Teresa Nichols says, "I like
Migrant Ministry because it's so
straightforward. As a social work
major, it's neat to see how we can
help." She summed up the purpose of
the mission. "When we go up there,
we're saying, 'we're here to be your
friends, and we want to because of the
love of God.'"
Each week during the apple-picking
season, these JMU and Bridgewater
College students are opening their lives
and extending their hands, to try to
bridge a cultural gap just 25 minutes
across the mountains.
But it's more than that, Nichols says.
"We can never know who else we
might be reaching when these people
go home. It's more than a local mission
— it's like a world mission."

Jfc.
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Students for America faces much opposition
By Alex Pedersen
stalf writer

"The average JMU student has a real distorted view
of what Students for America really is," said Cliff
Corker, the club's president.
•
When randomly selected students were asked about
SFA, those who had heard of the organization gave
critical responses:
"Pigs," said freshman Allison Williams.
"Obnoxious," said sophomore Emilic Kcc.
"Neo-Nazi organization. Rude. Insensitive," said
senior Matt Fulgham.
"Police-state. Their |letters to the editor] show so
much narrow-mindedness that it's frightening," said
sophomore Dave Nimmich.
But Corker described the group in much different
terms. "Students for America is a conservative,
patriotic organization of Ithc] JMU campus, and what
we're trying to do is educate the students here."
In comparison to the College Republicans, SFA
vice president John Wir,th said, "The College
Republicans are far more moderate than Students for
America. The College Republicans aren't as active.
"We're trying to be the conservative outlet for
activism."
Listing the group's beliefs, SFA executive director
Chuck Brotton said, "We support a very stong
national defense, aid to freedom-fighters around the
world, a free-market economy, limited government
[and] free trade." SFA also opposes most abortions
and all special privileges for homosexuals and
minorities.
Although Corker described SFA members as
"conservative right on down the line," their opinions
differ on issues such as religion, capital punishment
and the right to bear arms.
For example, Brotton said, "I'm not a
fundamentalist-type Christian who has been known
to irritate some of our other officers. One of the
members said he had doubts about the death penalty.
Another one of our members supports gun control."
The students involved with SFA think those
conservative ideologies originate from family or
religious influences.
"I was raised in a fairly strong Christian home, and
I would attribute my beliefs to that," Corker said.
Rosa Valeriano, who is contemplating joining

SFA, said, "My parents were born in Cuba. I grew
up with a very anti-communist ideology because ol
what communism did to ... my heritage, my
culture, my background."
SFA treasurer Marcos Salinas said, "Just about all
my ideologies stem from my Christian beliefs. I have
a strong belief in moral values and in moral
tradition."
For Salinas, SFA is "a chance to speak out
[against] abortion [and] gay rights."
The opposition to gay rights has prevailed as one of
SFA's most controversial stances. Since an informal
debate and an editorial battle with gay-rights activists
last year, Wirth said, "I guess you could say we've
had bad relations with the gay rights community."

of all races coming together," Klisz said. "Students
for America >»ould care less. They just want . . .
people who think like them, look like them, talk like
them."
Michelle Davis, president of the non-partisan peace
group United Campuses to Prevent Nuclear War said,
'I can look at them objectively as people who
strongly believe what they think, but their actions arc
rude and offensive."
One action she cited was a Strategic Defense
Initiative debate last year, where unidentified
members of SFA booed the debater who opposed
deployment of the controversial defense system.
SFA's Brotton disapproved of those disruptions. He
said, "I think the SFA members who were involved

"Students for America is a conservative, patriotic
organization of [the] JMU campus, and what we're
trying to do is educate the students here."
— Cliff Corker
Salinas said, "The homosexuals have a really hard
time grasping that we don't hate the homosexuals.
We're Christians and we love them . . . but we find
their sexual activity to be a sin."
Despite their "love" for homosexuals, Wirth said
the homosexual crowd "has been working against us .
. . and it's fairly likely that [this] crowd was the one
distributing counterfeit leaflets." The parody leaflets
he described called SFA "Students for Ignorance" and
implied SFA was a fascist organization.
"They know very well we're not Fascists," he said.
"I think it's an -intentional movement to slander
Students for America . .. and draw sympathy for the
liberal groups."
The derogatory stereotype of fascism has been
stapled to SFA since the group's emergence at JMU
last year. The radical implications of such a label
have been expressed not only by the average student,
but also by campus leaders of opposing
organizations.
"I would call them a neo-Nazi group because of the
way they exclude," said Cynthia Klisz, state college
caucus chair for the Young Democrats.
"The Young Democrats are very much into people

Staff photo by FRED NORTH
SFA executive director Chuck Brotton symbolically hurled nuclear bombs (water
balloons) at the Strategic Defense Initiative (umbrellas) Wednesday.

in that heckling were idiots."
Another controversy occurred Wednesday, when
some SFA members counter-demonstrated UCAM's
human peace symbol. Referring to some of the SFA
members who shouted and jumped in front of JMU
Today's cameras, UCAM president Davis said,
"Policemen . . . and bystanders openly laughed at
SFA and said what they arc doing is ridiculous."
Brotton said, "I didn't think we were disturbing the
demonstration. [But] I hadn't realized that JMU Today
was trying to do a feature story [on UCAM]."
He added that although SFA's aggressive nature is
offensive to some people, it is effective.
Wirth said, "The point of [SFA's appearance] was
not to break up the UCAM rally. We're not a
militant group — we're an activist group. We were
trying to get our point across as well as trying to
disrupt some of the media attention that we thought
was unwarranted."
Valeriano disapproved of SFA's actions at the
demonstration. "I didn't find that very tasteful," she
said. ". . . there are other ways of getting people to
understand or listen to you without jamming it down
their throat."
Discussing the negative labels some students have
attached to SFA, Brotton said, "I think stereotypes
are inevitable. I'm sure the UCAM people don't
particularly care to be thought of as a bunch of
hippies trying to relive the 1960s."
When asked how he would describe UCAM
members, Brotton admitted, "'Hippie' would come to
mind."
Sandi Shutl, president of JMU's Young Democrats,
cites another grievance with SFA. She thinks SFA
members are paranoid.
She asked, "If UCAM wants to make a peace sign
on the quad — what [is SFA] afraid of? It's as if
they're afraid of everyone. It's as if they're paranoid
the gays arc going to get them [and] the blacks are
going to steal all their jobs." •
Wirth thinks their actions do not demonstrate
paranoia but the pcrserverance needed for SFA's
"uphill battle" against opposing organizations.
"We're running up against the entire group of
UCAM, the entire group of the Young Democrats,"
Wirth said. "We're running up against Lambda
Gamma Lambda, we're running up against the press,
and also running up against, in some cases. Amnesty

•
See SFA page 17>
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UB40 and fans share 'reggae high' at Convo
By Rich Williams
staff writer

UB40 was completely on the mark Saturday
night. They knew exactly what to do to get the
5,000 Convo concert-goers energized — and they did
it.
The eight-man British band eased on stage at 9:20
amidst smoke and a pale green light, kicking off the
1 1/2-hour show with "Keep on Moving," from its
Labour of Love album.

Concert Review
The Convo was packed, and the crowd was ready.
Students, local teens and families milled together
to form an unusual concert crowd. Little girls ran up
and down the aisles, waving their arms above their
heads while older couples sat in the bleachers and
tapped their feet to the British reggae.
The students showed even less restraint, and the
Convo floor was their domain. It was hot, packed,
sweaty, loud and smoke filled — everything a
concert floor should be.
Even before UB40 came out, the floor was an
almost dangerous place to be. An offstage voice
announced, "Will everyone please move back one
step from the stage. People are fainting, and that's
no fun."
But when the band came onstage, students lost
what little restrain they had.
They stood on each other's shoulders, dancing and

SFA

>• (Continued from page 16)

International."
Despite the controversies hovering over SFA, the
group declares it tenaciously will continue supporting
its beliefs and, according to Brotton, "stir things up
on this campus."
According to an SFA pamphlet, "Students for

swinging their arms to the beat. One acrobatic fan
even did a headstand on another fan's shoulders.
The band soon let loose with its recently
re-released Labour of Love single, "Red, Red Wine"
and the crowd went wild. Red lights bathed the
Convocation Center during the refrain so the
audience glowed red while shouting the chorus back
to the band as it played a faster-paced concert version
of the song.
UB40 is a concert-smart band. After many tours,
the band knows how to time the show and song list
so the audience won't lose its intensity. Every 15 to
20 minutes the band would fly with songs like "I
Got You Babe," "Rat in the Kitchen," or "Cherry
Oh Baby," bringing the crowd's energy to new
heights.
A key factor in ensuring everyone has a good
time at a concert is to play a good mix of music —
to not alienate die-hard fans or the pumped-up new
listeners. UB40 did just that by including songs
from almost all its albums, leaving nobody
dissatisfied.
UB40 proved when a band can identify with its
audience and feed postitively off its responses,
everyone is bound to enjoy the show — including
the band.
The show started out strong, but the excitement
level climbed even more as the concert progressed.
The students got more charged-up and the band
became more electrifying, dancing around the stage.

laughing and talking to the audience.
People in the crowd shouted, whistled, flicked
their Bics and rocked the Convo. Neither the band
nor the audience came down from their reggae high
for the entire show.
During the only encore, the band made use of
audience participation.
The band members challenged the audience to
repeat an African phrase after them in the chorus of
the first song of the half-hour set. When the
response was weak, the band chastised the crowd to
evoke louder shouts.
Overall the performance was exciting, but some
people were disappointed the band didn't save any of
its most popular songs for the encore. The encore
consisted of songs only serious fans would know.
The vocals also were problem in the beginning of
the show. Lyrics often were muffled and distored,
leaving the crowd to guess what the band was
singing. The problem cleared up after the concert
got underway, though, and the remainer of the show
was clean.
Although the encore was a little disappointing,
the show was definitely a success. With two popular
bands — Bruce Hornsby and the Range and UB40
— playing a week apart, the University Program
Board now seems to be bringing in bands students
want to see.
UB40 was a step in the right direction — a good
step toward pleasing a college crowd.

America is more than 7,000 students on
approximately 200 college campuses in 41 states."
At JMU, 200 students have signed up for
information, but only about 15 actively participate.
To attract more members and to increase its activist
power, SFA plans to have more membership tables,
sponsor a lecture by a former member of President
Reagan's cabinet, and organize a trip to Washington,

D.C., for a SFA national convention.
Wirth said, "I think you'll really see dial this is
going to be a major group here on campus for years
to come.
"It's a movement that we hope will move JMU
away from it's apathetic nature towards a more
activist political future for all groups, not just
Students for America."
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Pro(■ exercise is an important key to weight loss
By Karen

To lose weight, perform some type of
aerobic exercise 30 to 45 minutes five
to seven times a week at a moderate
pace. Start out slowly and gradually
increase the time and frequency. Also,
alternate between activities t» prevent
overuse injuries.
Pick exercise you enjoy and will
continue for a lifetime. Once you have
lost the desired amount of weight,
maintain your fitness and ideal body
weight with 20 to 30 minutes of
exercise three to five times per week.

R.N., M.S.

contributing
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Bus calories, and
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eat. Also, a person who feels healthier,
energetic, more trim and has a better
self image because of exercise is less
likely to succumb to "emotional
hunger" and overeating in response to
stress.
What kind of exercise should you be
doing to help you lose weight? Aerobic
exercises such as walking, jogging,

*MHI
(jTt wwest, CBifi
I M
in VAl

swimming, bicycling and aerobics burn
fat as a fuel and are the type of exercises
to help you lose fat weight.
Toning exercises such as calisthenics,
weight-training and sit-ups tone and
firm muscles and change the body's
shape, but do not burn fat or contribute
to immediate weight loss.
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New Books for Discount Prices

?n a 1,000 ft. parquet floor with state
jfhe art light and sound system!
• 2 giant video screens
• Food
•Rjn
:9£ Wet-Sat 8pm - lam
Admission $3.25
jare in Harrisonburg (the old Calhoun's)^

Literature, History, Psychology, Philosophy, Cookbooks,
Children's books, etc...
October Specials on Mysteries, Horror, and
Science Fictions including:
Stephen King Hardbacks
$3.95
Sherlock Holmes Mysteries
$1.95
The Dark Descent: Horror Stories $4.49
and many morel!

432-1700.

GREE

SOUTH
.

Main Street

MAIN

"For Your Health" is a twice-monthly
health column written, compiled and
coordinated by Health Center student
employees.
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For more infomation on exercise and
weight loss, bring your lunch to a
Brown Bag seminar Wednesday, OcL 12
from noon to 1 p.m. in the Health
Center conference room.
Karen Prichard of the Blue Ridge
Women's Health Center in
Harrisonburg will discuss exercise and
weight-loss guidelines in a program
that also will include information about
diet myths and fad programs.
All students, faculty and staff are
welcome.

Mon-Sat 10-5

59 S. Liberty, Harrisonburg

'■■■■/■■■WAra*.

LAUNDRY

(Mick or Mack Complex)

is happy to provide the best coin laundry possible.
- Clean - Lowest Prices - Best Value
UR FEATURES HAVE VALUE!
38 washers • 22 new, modern American
computerized dryers • Digital readout shows time
and temperature • Accepts dimes and quarters •
Ten-minute anti-wrinkle cycle • Cable TV -Lounge
area • Snack area • Restrooms • Coin changer •
Plenty of .folding area • Soap vending machine •
Plenty of hot water • Attendant on duty
Maytag Double-Loader 75c

.»-

Kooter Floyd's BBQ
"The King of Swine"

Convenient Hours: Daily 6am-9:30pm

Last load 8:45pm

Planning o Pig RoasfJoT
Parent's Weekend???

433-1566

433-3468

.
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By M«tt Wasnlewskl
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7:38 remaining in die second
i. Jimmy Zepp placed a perfect
jlo^k m
in front of the George
goal. Dvapby made an
play, smothering the bail
of fow JMU players.

Just as^Aeir namesakes had disputed
nwer die framing of the Constitution,
die James Madison and George Mason-.
men's socoet teams battfed, >t o«
Saturday night for possession of first
place in die rapidly tightening Colonial
i Athletic Conference race
The .Dukes and 11th-ranked Patriots
came fo a compromise of sorts, a 1-1
t

With 15 seconds left in overtime, the
Dukes' Trevor Hershey restarted the ball
jW flards ©nt of the Patriots' goal. v
George Maaoa quickly gaiaed
possession and Patriots', midfielder
<{&
• ■
' "
V
«
»
CharHe Raphael raced up the right
I ' jFor.the Dukes, it was «heir second tie
sideHne. Raphael had a two-on-rwo
in-as many games, leaving their record
fed fed Mason forward Mark
.at 9-Jl-2, 3-1-1 in the conference.
3d yards m front of the JMU '
Xieorge Mason, jjreviously perfect in ,
goar in the filial five seconds. Pulisic
-' jau'Brmid off a hard grounder, and North
'. |he CM,' slipped .tp"3-$>-1.
The Dykes pressed early ki the firsr-;
came up With a beautiful save with an. jj
■jhalf aad qtapkiy gained jhe advantage on
■ ■ *m'\<* lifting on the dock.
a Chris S'irhon goal With only 5:26
.t ^Patriots outshot the D*es 15-«.
marking the first time this season that
elapsed.
as-opponent
has done so. Through 13
■ Simon, dribbling up the right'
games,
the
Dukes
have outshot their ■'.
, Sideline, Fed to JMU forward Ricky
opponents
by
a
total
of 253 88.
Engel fried, who managed to knock the
,
.George
Mason
came
into the match
ball o^er his defender and take a shot
v
with
an
8-2-1
overall
record,
ranked
from about 30 yards out Patriots'
1.1th in the country by ISAA and 13th
goalie Martin Dunphy blocked the ball
by Saccer America in last week's
off his chest, but Simon followed dp
national
polls. The Patriots lead the
the play and blasted a grounder into the
Dukes
in
their series 9-2-3. The last
back of the net for a 1 -0 JMU lead.
time
JMU
beat George Mason was
"To tie the Uth-ranked team in the
1973..
Last
season the Dukes and
country is great for us," said JMU head
Patriots
played
to a 1-1 tie at George
soccer coach Tom Martin. "It's an
Mason.
ironic thing, because as we were
North, who came into the match
heading into overtime, I couldn't tell
owning
a 0.70 goals-against average,
the guys that a tie was fine. We had to
managed
eight saves.
push them to attack [so as not to let
"This doesn't hurt us at all, if
up]."
anything it helps our confidence,"
Tonight we won balls and countered
Martin said. "This lie will help more
extremely well," Martin said. "We
.people
in the conference than just as.
Staff
photo
by
MARK
MANOUK1AN
looked like a bunch of coaches out
William
and Mary, Richmond, and
there. (Mason| is- more technical than
St**e NSuter <te*fl> Uartles George Mason's Mark PuHsic »n
Jjiayy
will
all be happy with tonight's
Saturday's Wm.
'• we are, with short Controlled passes.
goal The ball hugged die ground, past
"U's hard for me to accept, especially AW*.". .
1 -We have very contrasiine styles."
The only bad news for the Dukes was
diving
JMU
goalie
Chris
Norm,
into
when
you're playing the big boys [top
A
thp loss of defender Mike Cafiero who
20 teamsl," Martin said. "Anything
*he Patriots evened the match in the die .left side of the ileL
, will be out for the rest of the season
The ensuing deadlock and overtime close in terms of calls, we don't get. Ifs
second half with 36:25 remaining.
I.die to a leg injury sustained in
were marked with several instances in like going against a heavyweight boxer,
George. Mason midfielder Philip
Tapbh, on an assist from Steve Hayes, which the calls, or lack of calls, by the you've got to knock 'em out."
Sea SOCCER page 23*
5
■took a shot in front of a crowded JMU officials caused some controversy.
The game went down to the wire.

BoSox continue to choke on own Success
Come pennant races and postseason play, "every
dreamer and fairy-tale believer in America steps out
of the closet and dons a Boston Red Sox cap. In a
country that prides itself in rooting for the underdog,
that's understandable.
Writer George Higgins once said of the Red Sox:
"We have two headlines in Boston, and we use them
every year that the Red Sox have a good team.
When its still warm we use PENNANT FEVER
GRIPS HUB; and when it gets chilly we use SOX
LOSE. Usually by one run."
Once again, Boston managed to back into

October. Time to put the well-worn rally caps on
backwards and inside-out World Series victories are

BASEBALL CHAT
Matt Wasniewski
a hard thing to come by in Boston.
Tricky hops, bad timing and unassertive

management have conspired to hold the Sox for 70
years without a world tide. Aad although Chicago
may have the dubious distinction of a longer
drought with White Sox (1917) and Cubs (1908),
Boston must explain why, with all its talent, they
haven't come away with some rings. With the likes
of Ted Williams, Carl Yastrzemski, Lefty Grove
and, more recently, Wade Boggs and Roger
Clemens, what alibi do the BoSox have?
Perhaps any team that traded away such baseball
immortals as Cy Young, Tris Speaker and Babe
See BOSOX page 23 >
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Mistakes, injuries hamper Dukes in home loss
By Mike Murphy
staff writer

It was another tough day for the JMU
women's volleyball team as the Dukes
fell to Georgia Tech 15-6,15-13,9-15.
15-3 Saturday at Godwin Hall. The
Yellow Jackets improved,their record to
13-4, while the Dukes slipped to 7-8.
The match was plagued with mistakes
as both teams shanked numerous
serves. The two teams also spent
considerable time watching each hit
land long or bounce off the net
Realizing its offense was sputtering,
Georgia Tech went to its defense for
help — and got it. Controlling play
both above and below the net, the
Yellow Jackets began to assert
themselves as the dominant team,
winning the first game easily 15-6.
Game two saw the Georgia Tech
defense continue to be effective in the
early going staking the Yellow Jackets
to a comfortable margin. However,
JMU responded, narrowing the Georgia
Tech advantage to two before going
down 15-13.
The Dukes carried their new-found
momentum into the third game as they
managed to neutralize the Yellow Jacket
defense and draw to 2-1 with a 15-9
win. But Georgia Tech regrouped in
game four as the Yellow Jackets simply
overwhelmed JMU both offensively and
defensively to take the game and the
match.

RK MANOUKIAN
JMU's
four-game
loss
sets
the
volleyball
In
Freshman Molly Ball
to Georgia Tech.

"We were hitting the ball fairly well,
but they were just playing good
defense," Milligan said. "We tried 100
percent and we played as a team. We are
very young, and the wins are hard to
come by. No matter how well we play,
we may still lose because of that
inexperience."
Making the task of winning even
harder is the absence of senior outside
hitter Dina Thomas. Thomas was
ranked 16th nationally in hitting
percentage before she tore cartilage in
her knee in a match against Virginia
Tech. Arthroscopic surgery was
performed on her knee last Monday and
Thomas hopes to be back for a re-match
with the Hokies Oct. 18.
"I'm going crazy," said Thomas about
having to sit on the bench. "I hate it.
I've never missed a game because of

"We tried 100
percent and
we played as a
team."
—Catherine
Milligan
injury before in my life.
"The doctors say Oct. 21, but I want
to be back for the Tech game," Thomas
said. "I'll play with pain."

Despite trying to downplay loss,
JMU head coach Catherine Milligan,
while not entirely satisfied with her Milligan admitted the team is suffering
team's play, said the Yellow Jackets' without Thomas.
"The team is not down mentally,"
defense and an inexperienced Dukes'
Milligan said. "But we do miss her."
team proved to be the telling factors.

Dukes learn lesson from nationally ranked UNC
By Eric Vazzana
staff writer

After the JMU women's field hockey
team was given a lesson on
fundamentals and teamwork by the
visiting North Carolina Tar Heels
Thursday night, it split two games this
weekend in Norfol k.
On Sunday, JMU defeated Boston
College 2-1. Beaton College, ranked
19th in ike ftfiofi, had 18 shots on
goaltoJMVe!7.
The Dvaae played Boston University
Saturday, toning 1-6 Ui the Math-ranked
learn in Ike nation. Boston University
outshot JMU 26-8, while Laura Knapp
had 14 saves for die Dukes.
Bat Thursday, despite frigid
temperatures and a determined Dukes'
team, a more interned and experienced
North Carolina lineup left JMU
stadium wim a 4-0 victory.
The wia apped Carolina's record to
8-1 while JMU drops to 5-5-1 after this
weekend. The gaaK had no effect on the
Sou* Atlaaak Conference standings
where (a* Data* remain atop the
■•*■"•. jific.

conference with a perfect 3-0 record.
The win was the Tar Heels' eighth
straight over the Dukes.
North Carolina came into the contest
ranked number two in the country and
lived up to its billing as the Tar Heels
dominated early. Using a solid passing
attack, North Carolina managed to get
behind JMU defenders for several
excellent scoring opportunities.
However, JMU goalkeeper Laura Knapp
made a number of outstanding s? ves to
thwart die offensive barrage.
"[Knapp] has been playing very weM
for «," said JMU head coach Dee
McDonough. "She's playing better and
better each game, and she played very
well tonight. She had a lot of saves
with her stick and a lot of stretch saves.
"The goals they scored were good
goals," McDonough said. "I don't think
she could have stopped them."
North Carolina was not to be denied,
though, and found the back of the net
with just a little under five minutes
gene in the opening half. Laurel
Henkey knocked home die game'a first

File photo
A JMU forward! battles for possession In an earty season game.

goal after Knapp had deflected a corner
shot.
Penalty comers haunted the Dukes all
evening, resulting in the first three
Cafotiaa goals. For ike game,

Carolina had 18 corner opportunities
while JMU had just two.
Thirteen minutes later, the Tar Heels
see HOCKEY page 21 ►
r
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Blues, Scroungers
sweep softball titles
By Mark DeStefano

staff writer

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
JMU's Mario Farcella runs the ball for the JMU rugby club In Hs 44-3 win over Georgetown.

Offense explodes, paces rugby club
to 44-3 victory over Georgetown
By Karen Kinsella
staff writer

The JMU men's rugby club cruised to
a 44-3 win over the Georgetown rugby
club Saturday at the Convocation
Center. The victory evened the club's
mark at 3-3.
Only 12 minutes into the first half,
JMU's Chris Andres had scored three
consecutive tries, and Mark Henson's
kick made the score 14-0.
After Georgetown got on the board
with three points off of its second
attempted penalty kick, JMU's Hank
Mozingo, president of the club, pushed
his way into the try zone to make the
score 18-3. Henson added his second
kick of the day to increase the JMU
advantage to 20-3 to close out the first
half.

Despite several offensive attempts,
Georgetown was unable to penetrate a
tough JMU defense in the first period of
action. Fullback Mike Cunningham led
the way as he continually pushed
Georgetown back with several effective
kicks.
JMU's John Galliani, Sean McMahn,
Bill Boyer and Hank Mozingo also
made their presence felt as they were
constantly in the middle of the scrum
action, while Matt Kropf and Greg
Buckner proved to be essential on
lineouts.
The JMU onslaught continued in the
second half as Greg Buckner scored the
fifth try of the game. Soon after, JMU
converted two more tries as Scott

Gactjen and Andres each broke away
from the pack and outran the
opposition.
After another Gaetjen score increased
the margin to 40-3, JMU's Matt Kropf
converted on the final try of the day off
an assist from Mario Facella to provide
the final score of 44-3.
JMU coach Mark Fowler said he was
quite pleased with the club's overall
performance.
"Things are really starting to come
together," Fowler said. "At the start, we
were a little loose up front and had too
much aggression. But now, our
aggression is being channeled. Wc are
really starting to play some good
rugby."

Despite bitterly cold temperatures, the
Intramural Softball championships
went on as scheduled as the U.S. Blues
and the Scroungers managed to shrug
off the chills and claim the men's and
women's softball crowns Tuesday
evening at JMU Stadium.
In the men's division, U.S. Blues
made the most of an explosive offene
to sweep Pi Kappa Phi fraternity 2-0 in
the best of three championship series.
In the first game, the Blues hit three
homcruns in the top half of the first
inning to jump out to an early lead and
coast to a 14-10 win. Leading the way
were Scott Saundcrs, Bobby Brummer,
Randy Blanch and Kcnton "Kru" Berg,
each of who homered once, while
teammate Bobby Clemmer recorded a
pair of round-trippers. Chris Bunting
and Tom Comstock homered once and
twice, respectively, for Pi Kappa Phi.
In the second game, the Blues broke a
6-6 tie in the top of the seventh with a
six-run charge to take a 12-6 advantage.
But Pi Kap refused to go down without
a fight as the team drew within one
following a Comstock grand slam. But
the Blues defense stiffened and held on
to register a 12-11 win and the men's
championship.
"I'm glad we were able to hold on and
wrap [the series] up in two games,"
Clemmer said. "Nobody wanted to play
on Thursday [when the third game
would have been played if necessary],
we wanted to end it tonight,"
In the women's division, the
Scroungers cruised to an easy two-game
sweep of Zeta Tau Alpha to claim the
championship. Game one saw the
Scroungers' Lisa Ross and Cris Orange
each homer twice en route to a 13-1
rout. In the second game, the
Scroungers exploded for 15 runs in the
first three innings, prompting umpires
to call the game due to the slaughter
rule and give the Scoungers the tide.
"I thought it would be much closer
than it turned out to be," Ross said after
the victory. "We saw Zeta play [in their
19-9 semi-final win], and I never
thought we'd do as well as we did. I was
pleasanUy surprised."

Hockey
> (Continued from page 20)
capitalized on another penalty comer as
Traccy Yurgin took a beautiful feed off
of the corner to rocket a shot in the left
side of the net making it 2-0.
Junior Julie Blaisse finished off the
first half scoring for Carolina with 9:23
remaining, drilling a shot into the right
corner of the net, to make it 3-0.
Junior midfielder Michelle Risch said
the Dukes were not intimidated by the
Tar Heels' reputation.
"I think we felt like if we went out
and played as hard as we could, pressure
,W*'

*#*■

them into mistakes, and play our game,
we'd have a chance," Risch siad. "Even
though we lost, I thought we played
very well tonight."
The second half of play started out
much like the first with Carolina
forcing all of the offensive action.
However, the Dukes' defense met the
challenge and held Carolina at bay for
most of the half.
The Dukes failed to get the ball inside
circle for the first 10 minutes^of the
••*• -. i

second half. However, the first time
they did they had an excellent scoring
chance. Risch's 20-yard blast was
deflected in the goal mouth with two
JMU players trying to redirect the shot.
However Carolina goalie Evelen Spec
was too tough and turned away the
Dukes again en route to her eighth
shutout of the season. .
The Dukes just couldn't get on track
offensively, failing to gel the ball
inside the circle for the first 10 minutes
of the second half. JMU's leading
scorer, Amy Hicks, was ineffective as
«*.

•9*

the Tar Heels kept close tabs on her all
evening.
With 8:35 left in the game North
Carolina coach Karen Shclton started
making wholesale substitutions. The
reserves came in and picked up where
the starters had left off.
"[Shelton] gets the cream of the crop
players looking at her," McDonough
said. "Her bench is just as good as what
she has out on the field."
Senior Sharon Ross scored the game's
final goal at the 3:21 mark, making it

4
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In addition, all players must be
full-time students in good academic
standing. Upperclassmen must have
passed a mioimum of 24 crcdii hours in
toe previ«*£j«ftr, while freshmen need
»n»y be taMf the required lever of 12
creu hourSy..' ,
■'..,'.
For nww'Wormation, caH the men's
baskedHtftofceat*-^.

Soccer
> (Continued from page 191

Wednesday's game against
"We are really go*g
-miss
Caiiero," Martin said. "We toft for
a variety ef things on die ffejd, This is
the part of Ac season whWyQu JreaHy
start to feel the lose of ph#ers.l*c Oaf

JMU's Jennifer Brandt recorded a
perfect 2-0 mark in singles action,
while combining at number three
doubles to ;re£tyer a %\ clip. The
ee doebles team, of
and Jtfsune i
I 7 "
' 'i

QAtle-.tfyika wonMxxh gt; his
matohes- In the fourth
Joey Manibc-of' ] '
anUJfohn.1

shrfteee^fi. J

4''the 'EMM

In doubles play^ptixf
captured; Uiird placo aftitf
Rosenblatt toolr fifth ptf
flights.

University Oct. 12 for
importaniCAA
cem^.;2ta*eco»
■'

t '■

-irt ft '

'

Engelfried »d Jr*« S
atop the CAA in scoring
aad rwo, respecuvely. fcrtgelfried apped
■
his assis* total to- tyr-on toman's
' • .-*• toohngphiy. .
■ Yjg .,-$»$ v .^

"

3"
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Davidson. Ball and Secord also chose
not to play one another in the finals
bracket
Dave Swartz was the winner of the
flight, edging Tins'-Hag wood of
.f^,4-6yMp<rj'SQocnt«

—r*$—T<

JnHheJ
Stake efMen of

.-•/'

Jj^MilPSejpj.-*

<i .it ■ *

dcfcafogJayEOfidge

4l»* #

0-3. :. .:$f . .

Tryoutetor
basketball
are scheduled

Both me\r, However, dropped
following matches. Brix lost ,7.-6. £f.'■>
6-2 to Ctafit ftfcrs&of Qfikfc wftle
."•V<L«
In thV!*trun£piace* match Sunday, Goetz wast&feated in straight sets by
JMU lost to Syracuse 5-4, placing Sebastian £efch of Davidson, 6-2,6-2.
them fourth in the tourney.
' Brix and Goetz advanced to the
.
After n*t dropping a set against third-place bracket, but chose no*!o
t' The JMU men's basketball effice has
announced it will conduct tiyouts for Cornell, J*IU found itself trailing 4-2 play each other.
"', prospective walk-on players, tfcniau vely at the end'of singles play against the
In flight number two, Lee Bell and
scheduled for October 17-18 from 6:30 Nittony Lions. But, the Dukes made a Steve Secord rolled'to the finals. Bell,
to 8 p.m. at the Convocation Center.
valiant comeback as they gained who currently has a 10-0 singles record,
Interested students should come victories in number two and three defeated Kurtis Zabell of Davidson 6-4,
dressed for play and have prior medical doubles to even the match at 4-4. Penn 6-4 and Bill' Meadows of Washington
clearance. Appointments for physicals State refused to be denied though, as k and Lee 6-2. 6-1. Secord rolled over
should be made through JMU trainer posted a win at number one doubles to Robert Haley of Washington and Lee
Craig Mackail at x-6562 or x-6950.
clinch the victory.
6-4,6-0 and edged out Charles Jordan of

(upcoming event* in JMU sports)
SOCCER
...
Wednesday — JMU at Amerteari
[Washington, D.C.J, 3 p.m.
>■ »■

FIELD HOCKEY
Tuesday — William and Mary at
JMU [JMU Stadium], 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Wednesday
— JMU
in
Purple/Gold Intrasquad meet,
[Godwin Half], 5 p.m.

8V-C00NN

LASER AND MICROSURGERY
in Women's Health Care
a FREE Health Education Seminar for Women

BLUE
RIDGE
1240 S Main Street

WOMEN'S
HEALTH
CENTER
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Thursday, October 13, 7 - 8:30 p.m.
Presenter: Richard E. N. Sedwick, M.D.
Learn:

What are the advantages of:
• Outpatient laser surgery?
• Common gynecologic conditions treated
with laser and microsurgery?
• Abnormal pap smears and laser
j treatment?
I • Uses of microsurgery in laser and infertility
treatment?

Staunton Mall
Staunton

Valfey Mall
Harrisonburg

Unlimited Salads, Vegetables,
Home Baked Breads & Desserts

A MEAL IN ITSELF

*2.89
LUNCH
SPECIAL

?2,59

MONDAY-FRIDAY 11:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

Includes: Tour of our carbon dioxide laser and
microsurgery outpatient facilities.
Seminar is FREE, but PREREGISTRATION is
requested
Plan to join us! Call 433-6613.

Soft Serve Dessert

Always FREE with any entree.
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>- (Continued from page 19)
Ruth deserves such an ignominious fate. Did Ruth,
on Jan. 3, 1920, the day he was traded to the
Yankees, step onto the diamond at Fenway, wave
his magic 44-ounce bat, and hex the Red Sox
forever? Maybe.
But in Boston, as most Fenway denizens have
convinced themselves, there's no such thing as luck
or karma — the Celtics have used all of it.
The Red Sox have been the masters of their fate,
creating every opportunity, earning every
hard-fought victory. Who knows, the next knock at
the clubhouse door might be Smith-Barney looking
for a new spokesman.
Call it the Williams' work ethic. As The Kid said,
"Ballplayers are not born great They're not bom
great hitters or pitchers or managers, and luck isn't
the big factor. No one has come up with a
substitute for hard work." One point no one can
argue, the Sox have been the victims of their own
miscues.
The odds on the Sox winning the World Series
were 2-to-l. Just out of curiosity, did those odds
take into account the choke factor? It seems
anytime that Sox play on a field decorated with red,
w^iite and blue championship bunting, they develop
a twinge in their throats. At Fenway, you can here
all the Catholics offering up a brief prayer before a
really important game, "St. Blase pray for us!"
The number seven has been anything but kind to
Boston. In fact, here's a good wager. If the Sox ever
make it to the seventh game of the World Series
again, bet the farm that they'll lose.
Four times since 1918, the redlegs have made it to
World Series action. Four times the Series has gone
to the seventh and deciding game. Four times the

Sox have lost.
In '46 and '67 Boston was stymied by exceptional
pitching performances from Cardinal pitchers, Harry
Breechan and Bob Gibson.
During the 1946 Series, Breechan won three
games with a 0.4S earned run average. The Red Sox
held their own until disaster struck in the eighth
inning of the seventh game. Johnny Pesky cut off a
throw from the outfield and held the ball, allowing
Enos Slaughter to score all the way from first base.
Williams, the greatest hitter of all time, managed
a pitiful S for 25, .200 batting average. The Boston
press, not known for its compassion and charity,
wrote as if they were receiving divine insight on the
matter. The headlines in the papers read, "Cashman
Exhonerates Pesky." All fingers were pointed at The
Kid.
' Huck Finnegan of the Boston American wrote
several years later "Williams' career, in contrast [to
Ruth's], has been a series of failures except for his
averages: He flopped in the only World Series he
ever played in
He flopped in the playoff game
with Cleveland in 1948. He flopped in the final
game of the 1949 season with the pennant hinging
in the outcome. ... It has always been Williams'
records first, the team second, and the Sox
non-winning record is proof of that."
In 1967 Gibson, one of the greatest World Series
pitchers on record, put a halt to the Red Sox's lofty
expectations. "Hoot" won three games with a IJOO
ERA and struck out 26. Even with the services of
Triple Crown winner Yaz and Cy Young winner
Jim Lonborg, the Red Sox couldn't reach deep
enough, losing in the seventh game, 7-2.
Then in 1975, the BoSox ran into Cincinnati's

ATTENTION JMU STUDENTS,
FACULTY, and STAFF...
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now gives you a 10% discount on ALL prescriptions.
JMU I.D. card required.
Use both the 10% discount AND the $3 off coupon on
your next prescription.
Effective October 1,1988 through October 1,1989
William W.Wilkes, III, R.Ph.
Jeanne Bintrim, R.Ph.

Big Red Machine, arg
baseball squads ever«
was the best in the 7C
game six made it one of I
ever played. But when Mc
with two outs completed i
deficit in the seventh
shaking their heads.
The list goes on.
There was 1978, the y|
Zimmer, Bucky Dent
1986 still is all too fr«
Bostonians to talk about i
The day before the
baseball fanatics in my
whether this would be the |
"Those poor fans,"
gotta give 'em something
"Ahh, it's in their blc
sympathetic. "They're*!! j
Alas! Boston played
time to choke. They roll
Athletics four games to- ■
The team with the wirni
the '88 regular
championship games at 1
Boggs struck out twice,1
five men on base in;
The Boston fans wl
wondering. But as it ah
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of life
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Prescription
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(with your MD's approval) filled at other than
a Nichols Pharmacy.
Good through 10/01/89
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For Advertising Information

Call
568-6596
THE COMPETITION ■ ■

Dance
tor Dimes

THANKS
to those who danced,
to those who pledged,
and to the businesses
that donated food and
prizes. You helped
raise $2,000 for the
March of Dimes!

How to make a hit
The American Express* Card is a hii virtuallv
amwhere you shop, from Los Angles 10
London Whether you re buy inn books, baseball
tickets or brunch So during college and after.
it's the perfect way to pay for just about

everything you'll want.
How to get
the Card now.
CHARTWELL
EDITION
BOOKSTORE
NOW OPEN!
Thurs-Sat
9am-6pm

We Buy And Sell Used Bonks
-Religion
-History
-Literature

Great Low Prices
Much More!

75 W. Elizabeth St.
Harrisonburg, Va.

432-9507

College is the first
sign of success. And
because we believe in your
potential, we've made it easier for
students of this school to get the
American Express Card right
now-even without a job or a.
credit history. So whether you re an
underclassman, senior or
grad student, look into
our automatic approval
offers For details pick up an
application on campus Or call
SMTHE-CARDandaskfora
student application

The American hxpress Card.
Don't l-eave School Without It"

FREE
PREGNANCY
TESTING
NO APPOINTMKVT NT.O-SSARV
COMFLETELr CONFIDENTIAL

tfarrisonfmrg Crisis
'Pregnancy Center
454-7S2S
ZSltafWafftSBux
Jimismburg
MOWS
Tuesday-9fron To S T9d
Thursday- ■'Upon To 8 tSt
Jriday-9 SVMToTiffon
ii r i|.rr- Tr*.fl KrliirJ >»iiicr<'. mp*m |nc
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BUSINESS
lop prize $25,QQajQr_basLiDyQsior

AT&T challenges students in contest
By Amanda Benson
business editor

A half a million dollars is a lot to play around
with.
But the fantasy can turn into reality for competitors
in the first annual AT&T Collegiate Investment
Challenge. Starting Nov. 1, students will compete
against a maximum of 25,000 others in a contest
featuring the buying and selling of stocks.
For four months, students across the country will
take control of their own simulated $500,000
brokerage account to try to maximize the value of
their portfolios. A brokerage firm has been created to
handle trading activity and provide advice for the
students.
Participants in the contest can begin investing by
dialing their broker's toll-free number. The broker,
positioned at a fully automated trading desk, will
execute trades based on current quotes from the New
York Stock Exchange.
A three-page account statement and a newsletter
will be mailed to every player at the end of each
month. The statement will include an account
summary, a record of all transactions, a complete
listing of portfolio holdings and the current value of
their account. There also will be a section showing
the rank of each participant so they can see their
status in the competition.
Stakes are high for the competitors. The top winner
in the country — the person who has made the most
money off their stocks — will win a $25,000 cash
prize.
The second place winner will receive a cash prize of
$10,000, while the third place winner will receive
$7,500. Fourth to tenth place winners will get
bonuses ranging from $5,000 down to $1,000.

All top 10 winners, in addition to their cash prizes,
will spend two days in Manhattan. They will take a
tour of the New York Stock Exchange, attend a
Broadway show, and be interviewed on national
television.
After the New York trip, the 10 winners will spend
a week in the Bahamas.
Smaller prizes will be awarded to individual
university lop winners. The top student at each
college wili receive an engraved plaque and a
certificate denoting them as the record holder at their
college.

"It's a really good
opportunity for students to
pit themselves against the
market."
—Lallon Pond
The top 100 performers each month will receive
Reebok athletic shoes and a Bulova wrist watch.
The event is open to any college student enrolled in
an accredited two-year or four-year college. The
enrollment is $49.95 per student, but that fee can be
divided among students who want to work in groups.
For example, five students could pay $10 each to
enroll and share responsibilities of the project.
Lallon Pond of the JMU Finance and Business Law
Department said the Financial Management
Association is promoting the event
The AT&T contest allows students to "get
hands-on experience as to how a portfolio fluctuates
in value," Pond said. "It's a really good opportunity

for students to pit .themselves against the market."
Pond said the "biggest drawback" to the contest is
the expensive entry fee. "A lot of students don't want
to pay that much," she said. "Otherwise, we'd have a
whole lot of interest."
There are currently 26 entry packets available to
JMU students, "but we can get more if we find
immense demand," Pond said. Any student can
compete, not just business majors, she added.
Deadlines for applications are Oct. 19.
Pond is encouraging students to work in groups for
the competition, not only to lessen the fee for each
student but to maximize creativity and inventiveness.
"Together, you can have a better opinion; you get
more people's input," she said. "After all, real
investment bankers work together."
Predicting what kinds of students will do the best
in the competition is impossible, Pond said. "It's
hard to say — you couldn't find anyone on Wall
Street who could tell you who'd do the best."
In an investment contest in the past, although there
were no monetary awards, "one of the top-earning
portfolios was at JMU," Pond said.
The FMA is excited about the event. Pond said.
"Selling the game through FMA is consistent with
the image we want to portray," Pond said. She
explained the basic functions of the organization.
"FMA is a social and professional organization
geared toward finance majors' realization of their
potential in the career market," she said. "It makes
[students] more aware of (he different opportunities in
finance."
Because the JMU chapter of FMA is part of a
national organization, it provides "valuable
networking opportunities," Pond said.
The AT&T contest will end Feb. 28, and winners
will be announced in March.

Careers: Best bets for the decade ahead
By Laurel Wlssinger
assistant business editor

Whether flipping hamburgers, taking pulses, or
planning vacations, jobs in the human service
industry are expected to grow by 20 million by the
year 2000.
Service industry jobs are those not directly involved
in the manufacturing of a new product, and the term
covers a wide variety of careers. While some
professions, such as janitorial work and fast-food
positions, are so-called "dead end" jobs due to a lack
of advancement potential, other fields have little
constraints on upward mobility or salary. The
following occupations are among the fastest-growing.
Paralegal: The hottest occupation in the year 2000
is projected to be the paralegal, with growth
anticipated to be 104 percent. Though technically not
allowed to practice law, paralegals do the footwork
for lawyers by researching cases and analyzing
information. Recently, though, the distinction
between lawyers and paralegals has blurred, according
to Jeffrey Valentine, executive director^f the
National Paralegal Association.
See CAREERS page 27>»
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(based on average beginning salaries)

Paralegal

S
Health

$40,000

Physician's

Assistant

Technician

Agent

$16,000
$20,000

Chef
Secretary

upper $20,000s
mid $20,000s

Nursing
Travel

(with overtime)

$25,000
$27,000

Staff graphic by KRISTIN FAY and STEPHEN ROUNTREE
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For Women Only
Wheatley Motor
Car Company
Presents:
"Smart Shopping
In the
Showroom"
with
Dr. Alicia Thompson
Tuesday
October 11
7:30 P.M.

at

Wheatley Motor
Car Company
.**.*
Dr. Alicia Thompson
Marketing Professor and Automobile Enthusiast
When a wrong decision could cost

*

you thousands of dollars, you ask
questions. Wheatley Motor Car
Company offers a free seminar with Dr
Alicia Thompson, auto enthusiast and retail
specialist. Join us for a fun evening with
wine and cheese, plenty of door prizes, an
entertaining speaker, with no sales persons present and absolutely no sales effort You will learn the stuff that levels the
playing field and keeps em from ever asking the question, "What Color Would You
Like. Lady?"
Come - and bring a friend
for "Smart Shopping In The Showroom'
Wine and Cheese Reception
And Refreshments
Door Prizes Dinner for Two at the Joshua Wilton House
3 separate drawings for 20 lottery tickets, each
Large Basket of Hostess Items
Plus
A Free Gift For All Attendees

Wheatley Motor Car Company
We Don't Sell You A Car
We Help You Buy A Car

vVheatley /vjlotor ^Var Company
PONTIAC

| 'fa/jfCut (®) UiOSMOBlliyj WiTJHTRUCK

Jeeppl—^—
Rt. 11 So. Harrisonburg, Va.
434-1361

DLR955

2811 South Main Street
Harrisonburg

.,: .(.-• ..
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[Careers
I y (Continue from page 2S)
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tot**** hm-tm, according to Linda
Kline, president of Khne-McKay. an
executive search and corporate
outplacement firm. More older people
means more health care.

■h<
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Paralegals can open tteir own offices
and charge for cons^tatiens. Paralegals
employed by law turns avenge more
than $40,000 a y4|r«iitt those with
Two specialties expected to increase
their own offices cam $80,000 and up.
dramatically
in demand are the
Many colleges offar ^programs m
physician's
assistant
and the health
paralegal work, but *j|£ijte in legal
lechi^an. \\
•*
assistance fe not A roust for the job.
Some employers jtftfWilHag to hire
PA» tank just below an M.D. .in both
college graduate*, m* gjve »*m
schooling and how much they can
on-the-jobFnperiencfc.^;
Pracjfce. giving them the right to make
Health cere: Hotofifc o^ behind
diagnoses fiYpauents^ahd'evea writethe paraleM'profoBiip is heahh jcare.. ■ jtesijjpiiflif . _ M nnder tb>?
By the ybaV 200*. Ae number of topetvision of a doctor. Requirement* '
AmericansHtving lObe VX) is ejected *>r the job include either a two- or
&

ITf*

i

fpar-year
degree,
from
a
physician-assistant program, available
at some colleges and medical centers.
Qualified applicants for PA positions
aria virtually assured of finding a job;
there are currently seven job openings
for every candidate. Starting salaries fall
around me $27,000 mark, dad PAs with
experience can earn in the mid-30s.
Technicians, once thought as just
operating X-ray machines, are now
responsible for manning the most
sophisticated and intricate equipment in
a hospital.
;
*
.technicians are required to have two
years of specialty training on

A technician
mc mid-20s
..pay fcahr'
experience.

equipment of thcir
can expect to start
salary range, with
depending on the

trsing is in for ahp biggest.change
e heafch provision. A serious
nursing shortage wil yesh «he average
salary from (he upper t»s to $5
ovfi the icxt dfie'adc,' with
possibility of earnwf. Upwards

$i**aw:

TTT\ ;,

Travel: The "fun industry" is another
field on the rise, says Marvin Cetron,
Ph.D., .head or ToVeeasting
International.
, V
People who work m retreation, travel
or hospitality fields nsuaV/eMK oat as
a low-paid travel or rental agent. Bat j
agents who design lacee*** ahvel for. j
employees and vactiwis for executive
officers can "rake in epward1 of
$100,000 a year.* sai$ Cri« Cfcrsu^president of DistincfMlt%a««l m New"

YerfcX5ky.

"

J&

For (hose who wauUj rather travel
themselves than plan k m others, there
are many tour guide £bs available.
While top salaries only |each $25,000,
all living expenses are pflat. '

1

■ 11

Cuisine: Not only do people like to
travel, they also leW>to eat. The
number of restaurants M expected to
increase in the next rieedafc, resulting in
a rising demand for pebple who can
cook.
Most people who complete a
two-year cooking school easily can find
a job in a restaurant for around
$20,000. However, to earn the
$100,000 that top restaurants pay. a
chef oeeds to have creative and
innovative ideas with food.
Secretarial work: The number of
secretaries needed in offices through the
next decade will cause 400,000 new
positions to be created. Eleanor
Vreeland, president of Katharine Gibbs
School, said good secmaWr err those •
who not only possess excellent clerical
skills, bat also becoaw a amber of /
the "executive support team." Tan;
average pay of $25,000 to $30,000 is '
growing steadily, Vreeland aid

,-v.

-

Personal finanq* class
to be taught at JMU

-4

A workshop on personal fiaance
management is being held by the
College of Business. Thethree-session
workshop will cover topics such as
savings, tax planning, investments,
retirement planning, insurance and the
stock market
Classes will be held from 7 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. on October 11, 13 and 18.
The cost for the workshop is $30,
which covers the registration fee and all
materials.
For registration or more information,
contact Zizi Carr, program coordinator
for the Center for Professional
Development, at 568-6059.
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COMICS
Bill Watterson

CALVIN AND HOBBES
HI SUSIE! GUESS VWAT
1 BROUGHT FOR LUNCH.
\

'

NO! GO SIT BX SOMEONE
ELSE, OK.? y&i ALWAYS SM
VOJR. LUNCH IS SOMETHING
REVOLTING, MAD I OOH'T
>_ WANT ID HEAR \T.' _j>

GEE WWII, VWATS WRONG
WWtBU? MV LUNCH IS
PEANUT BUTTER.. WHAT'S SO
DISGUSTING ABOUT THAT?'

RUBES

Leigh Rubin

IT*, w KSSEKT
HMPH. I'M
GLAD THAI THAT'S GROSS.'
ONE DAY OUT
LOOK, A
OF THE SEAR THERMOS FULL
OF PHLEGM/
VOUCANBE
CWIL.

/

CALVIN, WILLHOU RUN AND
GET MV PURSE, PLEASE?
I NEED THE CALCULATOR.
"Don't stuff yourself, I have a yummy
pine loaf in the oven.''

SO TO BED.

1

Ft
Bob Whisonant

SUITE 304
0rW£Ctt
ty^MM/rdfc
cort*£m.v
MUMKI .-m.... ...

owe* teAO/r
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THE FAR SIDE—Gary Larson

BLOOM COUNTY-

MILO 3AK?'fZ.5 MILLION
INAWeeK'NOTBAP
RK A BUNCH OF 6KEBN
M66C£XS'■•

"We understand your concern, ma'am —
but this Just isn't enough for us to go
on. Now, you find me other halt ol your
husband, and then we've got a case."

Berke Breathed

ANPISAIP.'YeAH.DOT

weveeeediDtPrrs
uuemcAL (H>ueoAL
BY me dovem/mrr"

' nufC SAYS MILO.'me
5AM5 FOLKS WHO MDU6HT
W UVULA!, CIA ASSASSIN
SWAPS ANP AKMS SALBS
TVKHOM&Nir

-tHexe'6

'fa

NOMORZ
6CZP60YS.

eas?

<$00N. PK. OUtflTS ILLB6AL.
^HAIK HESTORCR WAS FLOOPItK,

im coNsmet cmrmsipe

msnimim ACTZP THE
fommoN of me SCALPTONIC INWKPICWN A66NCY
msAmiovNCep-

AfrtK 3 MONTHS ANP 9750
MILLION,.017% OF All m
smeocec TONIC MAS TKHM-

rue RESULTS we&oimmic

rnmiy itrmptcrep.

Scene trom the film "Giraffes IVMhis time, they're
not just looking for acacia leaves.

C/V/s DeCarlo

CAMPUS LIFE
ATTN: V\JE TO KEtENT
CCNTRCMEKSIES.TWE femft
ING CARTOON WILL COKWH
CM^OKft FORTUECOWC
IKfAlKEP.

MEIANE,
prt soR«y
AfcOUTT>€

"TOT€ULMEA«00TTH£M

t\^4ENB*K m l*S£T YOU'RE TOE
OHU 0N£ WO MAKESNEFSlj
QeVT8WHX>.~ WBi.,1 J04T
SH0UD HAMEttBi MflKESCMSTTwe/WP NOT HAVE AS**«M
YOU WERE dOCT HArVINfi VOW?
•PERIOD.

\

CWERWX
|AKT»GOH\ST
^

«*■

-r>*

-».-v

.■

3Kfc;V..',

iM0TM0W*0Ur|
HAWK SEX WITH
ME TOMtCUT?
...HHJJO?

IB
ll

: II

II

Congratulations and
Wishes to the 1968-<
fon^mstudm^q
.

Jfctfiati Kroner*
Vutpiin CelebratioB

K*

»■■•

■<

&.

f Home

*;■' Apples
1 —■--

'

»«*■• **"•••

1
;■

■

KROGER/

WUte or Wheat
Utelread

O $1W
-fc^. X

GorrptlnitY*Concems
Gortihunity Service
Housing .,.,
intramurais
Office Manager
Publicity
Social
Transfer-to-Transfer

Wttey
Smltrf
jyWeddie
tdntz
Kim Smith
Lee Ann CucCia
Tina Hill

REGULAR OR BBQ
EAGLE BRAND

Crispy Thin
Potato Chips
tta.

">

A3

99

t
complete travel packages
rate* per person Include:

from $579

12fi*4

I 7 nigh u lodging on the beach
I round trip ah fare horn Washington, DC
I alipoit and hotel transfer fees
I aD taxes and gratuities
! double occupancy

29

from $ 399
! 6 or 7 nights at the beach
I round trip bus transportation
I all taxes and gratuities
I double, triple, or quad occupancy
! air fare available

NONRETURNABLE BOTTLE.
DIET PEPSI FR6. PEPSI FfiEE,

Diet Pepsi
or Pepsi Cola
2-Liter

t

89

■jfwrT"t-~ mm

Here's your chance to WIN a FKEE TRIP ( choice of above )!!!! Drawing 12/5/88

SSS""*
©3>ifin»f® jjjai&fts TBflWKL mm&wm n aroMsoaa
.!£>«« I
""
TODAT

u

Travel Agents International
tti'/v ll'ttb \int nil the liny
Can and aak for the campus travel rep
703-433-7292

For all of your travel needs:
Harrtsonburg Office
TotSUfSS*"
| behind -tnJS-S, bealde TCBY )

■»' Tl»a>- Mwf Mdrtda/,»(
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CLASSIFIEDS
Typing A Word Processing -Overnight
delivery, free pickup. 828-4980.
Almost On Campus - Large air conditioned
1 Bfl apt. on Dutchmill Court. Like new. 4
blocks from JMU. For professional or quiet
student. No children, pets, smoking. Water,
trash, appliances provided. Rent/deposit
$315. Lease negotiable. 434-2100.
Sublease Spring Semester - Own Rm,
$150/mon. & utilities. Walking distance to
campus. Female/nonsmoker prelered. Call
432-0562.

FOR SALE
1987 Pontiac Flerro SE - Excellent
condition. 23.000 miles. Call 433-6044.
Ten-Speed Bikes - 2 bikes, practically new.
Call 434-4346 after 7 pm
Travel - One-way ticket. Depart 10/13 from
Shenandoah
Airport
to
Dulles/
Chicago/Michigan. Use any portion. (40.
434-7540.
Loft For Safe - Good condition. $75. Call
x5525 lor into.

Waitresees Needed At Jets' Lunch Apply in person only. Shifts wi be stated when
applying.
. _,
Oversees Job* - Summer, year round.
Europe S. America, Australia, Asia. All fields.
$900-2,000/mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write
UC, PO Box 52-VA04, Corona Del Mar, CA
92625.
■
The #1 College Tour Operator is looking
for an efficient, responsible A organized
campus rep to market a spring break trip on
campus. Earn free trips * good commissions
while gaining great business experience. For
more information calf (800)999-4300.
Waitresses Needed - Private Club.
Flexible hours. Above minimum wage and tips.
Call 434-1818.
—-.
Spring Break Representative Wanted National Tour Company. Great benefits. Call
(612)784-2287.

Lost - Set of keys in Harrison building. 1st
floor ladies restroom. Has wooden "Kim" on
ring along wlh 10-12 keys. Please calf x6694
or X6856 H found.

Typing Done - Reasonable rates, close to
JMU. Call Angie 434-4332.
Typist For Hire - 95e/pg., overnight
delivery. Call any time, 433-5750.

Typing - Done on campus, convenient,
reasonable, last minute rushes. x5939.
Term Paper*, Manuscripts, Essays - Cad
Brenda at DataPro. 298-8722.
Lose Weight Now! Fast, easy, doctor
recommended, 100% guaranteed. Call Kevin
8-11.X5517.

How To Place A Classified Ad - Classified
ads must be in writing and must be paid in
advance. The cost is $2 for each 10 word
increment (1-10 words-$2; 11-20 words-$4,
etc.) Deadlines are Friday noon for a Monday
issue; Tuesday noon for a Thursday issue.
Also, your name and phone number must
accompany your ad.
Tommorow Night - Laurence Beall A The
Sultans at The Den.
Seniors - Get involved in your graduation!
Senior Class meeting, Oct. 11,7 pm, WCC Rm
C.

Greeks A Student Orgejntzatfens - Need a
fundraiser? Sel T-shirts! Your own designs or
ours. For best deal, oat today. 433-9908.
Making A Decision about an unplanned
pregnancy wont be easy. First, give yourself a
little time. Look at ad your options from all
angles. Weigh the pros and cons carefully.
Above all, be honest with yourself. Remember,
the best choice is the one that's right for you.
We offer family- pfenning, counseling A first
trimester abortion services because we
believe a woman should nave a full range of
options available to her. Cal us if we can neb,
confidentially of course. Hagerstown
Reproductive Health Services, Hagerstown,
Maryland (301) 733-2400. Collect caUs
accepted.
Shenandeeh Valley BIB Reservations -.
Luxurious inns, invigorsiing farms, gracious
homes. (703) 459-8241. ^^^^^^
Want To Do Something Nee lor your mom
on Parents' Weekend? Buy her a beautiful
corsage! Contact any _K pledge.

Established Rock Band
needs
experienced guitarist. Cal Jerry, 433-1735, or
Frankie. 432-0438.

Christine Ouald - You are great. Have a
good weekl Love. Your Big Sister.
Chuck Robb A Dukakis Campaign
Reps as they join Harrisonburg Democrats in
opening the Democrats' headquarters at the
Valley Mall today at 10 am. Refreshments
served.
zn - Thanx for the camping trip. We had a
Wast! Love. AXn.
Jules - That's such a cool nickname! Happy
21st to such a cool chick. Love, Beast. Leen.
Squirt A Hobbes.
Quack, Quack - Get ducked Oct. 29. From
TKEAAXP
Ski Auetrla - 30 Dec. to 7 Jan. $950 for sir.
hotel A 2 meals a day. Book by October 28.
Main Street Travel. 1-(800)727-8811.
HUM A Marketing Majors - Get Blitzed!
Firsthand experience in sates. Come to
H.S.U.A's meeting on Tuesday 6 pm in
Harrison A208.
Fright Night - TKE Haunted House. Coming
this Haltoweenl
The Secret Name Of God - 10/12, 7:30
pm. Lfcrary Basement, Rm D.
Scuba Club - T-shirts. $5. Call x7190.

[season now! Buy A
I Parents' Day, Sat.,

»nt for dorm

Official JMU
refrigerator.
Something Fit
Blues, Weds, at'

On - Jellyfish

1342E , Christ
You're being

i - Looking good!

Finesse - tl
know when you j
Love you,

Saturday. Let me
t, ff be waiting!

[The Den

Something Fishy Is Going On - Jellyfish
Blues. Wednesday at The Den.

Typing - in my home. Fast, accurate,
reasonable. 433-0065.
Racquet Stringing - Prince Syngut $12,
Gamma Nylon $8, Shannon x5265.

Skiswap - Gear {
sel new A used i
Oct. 22.

Sultans
To Our Little
hear a good
sweater you i
has a problem,
skis, do you?
Sisters.

4 Tickets
Tow - $75
X4071.
Kay Kaber
at the Belle:
on sate now
welcome. Fc
Contact Bn

Bruce, wanna
x. untuck your
eard (the plant)
| Sloan, hey, Fred
Luv. your Big

ekson's Fine)
Call Leslie

I- Sat. Oct. 22
i pm until. Tickets
$16 couple. AN
as provided.

Debbie
you're great I La

Sister thinks

Laurence
theDentomn

this hot act at
i a mere $3.

Hear Dr. BUI
love A accept!
something for |
pm. Rm B.'
CAB - If the i
Molly
3rd in the go! I
played great.

#7 With The
a curable
Your big btuesJ

^expound upon
world. This is
Oct. 11, 12-1

[HI
tns on getting
weekend. You

you have
py 3 months!

Ode To Sheryl M. - This week may be long.
But never fear, ft you put it off, Wei give you
much beerl We love you, Pam. Kate, Peg, Ida.

Hotel Safes
Meeting, Tues, I

Association -

Lost - Gold Pulsar walch between Miller &
the bookstore on Tuesday. Please call Kathy,
432-9108.

Looking For The Next Mfes America Ladies between ages 17-26 interested in
competing in the 1989 Miss Virginia Poultry
Festival Scholarship Pageant for scholarships
& a chance to compete at the 1989 Miss
Virginia Pageant, call Tassie at 433-6256.

Scary - We'<

the scariest

Andrea - Like, it's a personal! Oh my gosh!
Your •Friends.'

house in the
Haunted I

Get. Your Vehicle Ready For Cooler
Days - Take your car to Jiffy Lube! Across
from Valley Mad. No appointment necessary.

23-Year-Old Female - Looking to share 2
BR, modern furnished apartment 1/2 mile from
JMU. Hot water, heat & outdoor pool included
$210/month. 432-9709. Immediate opening.

Troy A Eric - Thanks tor babysitting me
Wednesday night. Call me for the results of
Mark's "Main Event." Michelle

Get
Involn
Democrats
at X5896.

Dorsey - Right this minute somebody who
likes you passionately" is thinking of you and
wishing you a happy birthday! Tete

Rockln' Robin
can still celebn
with Hobbes A I

i is fate but you
Come party

Mark - Grab my butt!

Graduation -1
ceremony!'
WCC RM C.

olved in your
|Oct.11,7pm,

Skiswap - Btrfj
Day weekend,
equipment I

nent Parent's
to bring your

Gat Ducked -'

'Duck Fest '88,

Permanent Hair Removal - Advanced
Electrolysis. 320 S. Main. By appointment,
433-9444.
Horizon Sure Tan is your professional
tanning center. Both UVA A UVB rays, all are
stand up. No appointment necessary. Phone
434-1812 or stop by 1106 Reservoir St.
The Terrified Typist -Downtown, last,
accurate, reasonable. After 5 pm, 434-2603.
Typing
Service - Over 20 years
experience. $1.50. Mrs. Price. 879-9935.

Femate Roommate - Brand new apt, next to
A-S! Furnished,
own room, W/D, A/C,
microwave, A dishwasher, etc. Available Jan.
Erin 433-6997.

Desperately Seeking A Ride to Burke, VA
or vicinity for Fall Break. Call Melinda at
x7329.

"

Ride Wanted - To/from Portsmouth/Norfolk.
Fall Break weekend. Witt pay gas money. Call
CindeeP. at 433-5374.

Zeta Pledges - It's Monday. Oct. 10th. Do
you know who your Big Sister is?
Hello Sugar Bear Baby - From you know
who.
" "

r

'

'

Megan - Thanks for being a great Big Sis.
You're the best! Holly

■_

Coming Oct 29.

veenlTKE

"The
Young
1-9908 or Alex
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Sale Starts Sunday, October 9th.
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY OCTOBER 15. 1988
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
UELI/BAKERY ITEMS AVAILABLE ONLY IN STORES WITH THOSF DEPARTMENTS
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NO

i ALL

PURPOSE •LIMU ONE WITH MIN MO P-JRCH

White
Potatoes

DOUBLE
COUPON
SAVINGS

58«

PRRmERJ fTlftRHET

On Manufacturers'
Cents-Off Coupons ... Up to 50*
See Store For Details!

Campbell's
Mushrooms

PAflTRV PICK5

Pepsi
Cola

\

U S D A CHOICE GRAIN FED

Boneless Beef
Chuck Roast

Eight 0' Clock
Coffee

Fresh Pork
Picnic

Wise
Potato Chips

if 98*

^89*

JAMESTOWN

Sliced
Bacon

#990

LIMIT TWO WITH MIN »10 PURCHASE

Parkay
Margarine

ix 38*

129

REGULAR OR LIGHT

if

FRESH TENOER

Bay
Scallops

DEU DEUGHTf

#1499*
JUICV SWEETBEXOTIC

*99*

Black
Grapes

DEEPPREEZE

Italian Style
Roast Beef

ALL FLAVORS

Super Fresh
Ice Cream

if 2" it ,79
MARGARlTES

Genoa
Salami

0

A&P
Orange Juice

if 399 if 99*

-|89

A&P Frozen
Vegetables

BETTER IIVIOG

DM

REG THIN SPAGHETTI CAPEILINI

GE •60»75«100 WATT

San Giorgio
Spaghetti

Soft White
Light Bulbs

199

NOW AVAILABLE! AMERICAN EXPRESS

Money Orders

Sun Maid
Raisins

ROMAN BRAND

12 INCHt)CHEESE*SAUSAGE OR

2 A 99 Pepperoni
. *TW
Pizza
COURTRV DAIRV
REG «COUNTRV STYLE •CALCIUM

if

WNI SNAO

Turkey
Breast

lOUtS RICH FRFSH 4.7 LB

#12579

199

|38 *4".

SMiTHFIELD OOLD LABEL«SPEClAL TRIM

REGULAR OR RIDGlES

if
ug

if

148

& 69*

Fresh
Mussels

BUTCHER BIOCK

LIMIT ONE WITH MIN MO PURCHASE

Michelob
Beer

•lot

"a

ir 89*
*k

if

CATCH OP THE DRV

SUCtlV. KOiHrsi f«E«*G OHKIHOI IS B'lS > >9

Minute Maid
Orange Juice

if

PEAS»REG CUT OR FRENCH GREEN BEANS

#289*

WELCH S

Grape
Juice

179
"RAFT

2-| 9Amencan Cheese
W
Singles

if 89*

AT U S POST OFFICE PRICES
ArtlE^ICANl

Postage Stamps

